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1 INTRODUCTION

A distinction has traditionally been made between products and services
(Zeithaml, 1981; Anderson et al., 1997). Research on service operations
management has pointed out the characteristics of services and attempted
to apply some of the concepts that were developed and proven in
manufacturing to service operations (Heineke and Davis, 2007). Over the
years, service operations research has evolved from simply applying basic
manufacturing concepts in a service environment to recognising the need
for a trans-disciplinary approach appropriately suited to the particular
characteristics of service operations (Heineke and Davis, 2007). At the
same time, the trend in the industry seems to be that the difference between
products and services is blurring, and companies are more frequently
offering bundles of products and services to create value (Wise and
Baumgartner, 1999a). The growing importance of services in corporate
strategy and the transition towards a product-service approach has been
named servitization of manufacturing (Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988).
The benefits of transformation into services, and further, to solutions
combining products and services, have been pointed out from a variety of
outlooks. Initially, the marketing perspective was emphasised in the
literature, and product-related services were seen mainly as a way to react
to changing customer needs and to attain critical information from
customers in order to increase product sales (Lele and Karmarkar, 1983;
DeBruicker and Summe, 1985; Hull and Cox, 1994). The underlying theme
in these studies was the recognition of change and transformation that took
place in manufacturing. For example, Wise and Baumgartner (1999) refer
to manufacturers moving downstream, Martin and Horne (1992) address
the move towards a service orientation, and Oliva and Kallenberg (2003)
discuss the transition from products to services.
Operations management research has raised interest in services, and
researchers have started to discuss delivery channel designs for services
(Armistead and Clark, 1991; Loomba, 1996; Goffin and New, 2001; Johnson
1

and Mena, 2008) and new services development as areas of exploration for
manufacturers (Menor et al., 2002). The recent literature has started to
question why firms are servitizing, and as a result, three main groups of
reasons have been identified: strategic aims, customer needs, and the
competitive advantage that services can provide (Anderson et al., 1997;
Shepherd and Ahmed, 2000; Davies, 2004; Davies et al., 2006; Martinez et
al., 2010).
As service operations management represents a fairly new area of inquiry in
scientific disciplines, it is typical that most of the research has been
conducted by explorative designs, and that the main contribution has been
in screening the problems and related concerns regarding this shift; thus,
theoretical argumentation explaining why these difficulties occur has been
limited. Moreover, the operational and organizational implications have
played a minor part in this discussion. As a consequence, there seems to be
a gap in the operational implications: how to make such a transformation
(Pawar et al., 2009). This study aims to contribute to closing this literature
gap by explaining the process of servitization, the organisational structure
characteristics assisting transformation, and the operational premises
allowing this revolution.

This thesis has four parts. The first part is built around existing research,
and it introduces the state of the art in the research on the servitization of
manufacturing. Here, I report results from a systematic literature review.
The aim of the first part is to provide a baseline understanding of what has
been researched, and to specify where the contributions of this dissertation
are aimed. Through the literature, I describe the transformational process
that servitization reflects and the issues of formal structure when
organisations are changing. Finally, the literature review concludes with a
conceptual discussion that focuses on the environmental circumstances that
either inhibit or encourage change within certain industries.
The second part describes my methodological choice. A description of the
chosen methodology, grounded theory, is provided, along with a critical
analysis of its strengths and pitfalls. In this section, I also explain some of
the difficulties and restrictions that are related to the methodology itself or
its application. It is important to keep in mind that this thesis does not
represent a continuous or unified study, but is formed around five separate
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research papers that are related to the topic. For this reason, my
methodology combines and blends grounded theory with case studies and
conceptual work.
The third part of the study summarises the findings of each individual
research paper (Appendices I–V). First, two groups of findings related to
the transformation process are introduced. We perceive that the process of
servitization has been seen as problematic, due to the large scale of change
that is required. However, we state that it is not always necessary to change
the whole organisation. Servitization can also realise itself as a fractional
transformation, so that only divisions that are suitable for service
operations are transformed. The concept of partial servitization is brought
up. Secondly, contrary to the common perception of the servitization
process, we argue that the transformation journey does not always have to
follow a stepwise or linear path. The concept of reverse servitization is
introduced and discussed. With this concept, we aim to enlighten the
variety of choices that firms can make when starting to servitize. After the
transformation process review, I summarise two separate studies targeted
towards organisational structure issues related to servitization. The first
study illustrates the importance of having a separate service unit to deliver
services,

so

that

enough

customer

information

and,

moreover,

understanding, can be brought to the firm. In the second study, we build
propositions for how this new organisational unit has to evolve as the
servitization progresses and service business grows. Finally, I present our
conceptual research piece, aiming to lift the level of analysis from the
organisational level to the industry level. Here, our findings assign some
criticality towards servitization and point out six factors that can either
inhibit or speed up servitization in certain industrial sectors.

To summarise and relate the findings and contributions of this dissertation,
the limitations and the implications for future studies are deliberated in the
fourth and final part of this thesis. Conclusions and propositions are
presented for academics, as well as for managers and decision makers who
are grappling with the phenomenon of servitization and its challenges.
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1.1

Research problem and questions

The overall aim of this thesis is to understand and elaborate on the ways in
which manufacturing companies can transform themselves in order to gain
more flexibility and capabilities needed in service business. Thus, the
underlying question is ‘how are manufacturing companies servitizing’. My
work builds on a notion that servitization, as a process of transformation, is
not understood well enough yet. Through the case studies and literature, I
will try to grasp the transformation process that has been taking place in
manufacturing

during

the

past

decade.

After

gaining

a

simple

understanding of the transformation process, I will then try to understand
why the change seems to be so problematic for manufacturers. A specific
area of contribution lies within the organisational structure, as structural
change and resource allocation can be seen as manifestations of strategic
aim. Finally, I end my work with an icebreaker: servitization seems to be a
trend, but is that really for everyone? Each research paper focuses on a
specific area of enquiry. Through these selected papers, I aim to answer the
following research questions:
1. Questions related to the servitization process:
1.1. Is servitization always a company-wide process?
1.2. Is the servitization process stepwise and linear, or are there any
other means to servitize?
2. Questions related to organisational structure:
2.1. What are the differences that can be found in the organisational
solutions linked to servitization, and how do these differences affect
the success of service business?
2.2.

How stable are the organisational solutions linked to

servitization, and which factors in the company's structure and
business may change these solutions?
3. Question related to the operational environment:
3.1. How does the operational environment affect servitization at the
industry level?

4

1.2

Scope of the thesis

As discussed earlier, this thesis focuses on evaluating the reasons for and
benefits of servitization, and it highlights and tries to model a few, carefully
selected operational solutions associated with this transformation. Most of
the reasons for and benefits of servitization are drawn from the previous
literature; consequently, the main effort has been on the examination of the
literature directly related to the concept of servitization. However, other
streams of literature (e.g. product service systems, service infusion, service
science, service marketing, service management) that discuss the same
phenomenon, but from slightly different angles, also have been
acknowledged, and are referred to whenever relevant.

The empirical part of this thesis was conducted in the context of
manufacturing, focused on the service operations management function in
manufacturing organisations. Therefore, the results are not applicable to
traditional service businesses as such. From the academic discipline,
contributions of this thesis are aimed towards operations management
(OM), more particularly, on service operations management (SOM). In
addition to OM, as a means to elaborate and analyse the phenomenon,
some relevant organisational theories are brought up. However, the
intention has not been to advance this line of research, but merely to
illustrate how these two research streams can benefit from each other.

5

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The area of indented contribution is defined in the literature review,
presented as follows. I first start with the literature on servitization of
manufacturing, which formed a ground for my studies. Thereafter, I review
the literature that has focused precisely on the transformational and change
processes apparent in companies that are servitizing. I then highlight the
important role of the organisational structure in servitization. I spend a few
lines on the customer and its role as a change initiator in servitization, and
finally, I end my review by introducing two well-established organisation
theories that I have adjusted, reframed, and adapted in my case studies as a
means of offering theoretical insights to this rather empirically driven
phenomenon.

2.1

2.1.1

Servitization of Manufacturing

Background

The increasing importance of services in manufacturing firms is a
phenomenon that was recognised by academia over 20 years ago. In 1988,
Vandermerwe and Rada introduced the concept of ‘servitization’ to describe
this change, which was taking place in several industries. Servitization
refers to the transition process of adding services into a goods-based
offering, where the importance lies in the relationship between the
corporation and the customer. Instead of viewing services and goods from a
traditional point of view, servitizing companies offer bundles of products
and services to create value (Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988). During that
time, Chase and Garvin (1989) also identified several approaches that
manufacturing firms could adopt to enhance their competitiveness by using
service complements (Chase and Garvin, 1989).

6

Initially, the marketing perspective was emphasised, and product-related
services were seen mainly as a way of reacting to changing customer needs
and obtaining critical information from customers (Lele and Karmarkar,
1983; DeBruicker and Summe, 1985; Hull and Cox, 1994). As a
consequence,

many

servitization

studies

have

emphasised

the

transformational nature that servitization embodies. For example, Wise and
Baumgartner (1999a) refer to manufacturers moving downstream, Martin
and Horne (1992) discuss the move towards a service orientation, and Oliva
and Kallenberg (2003) review the transition from products to services.
However, the operations management perspective also has gained
attention, and the research has covered, among other topics, delivery
channel designs for services (Armistead and Clark, 1991; Loomba, 1996;
Goffin and New, 2001; Johnson and Mena, 2008), the explorative nature of
service business in manufacturing (Menor et al., 2002), designing of service
experience (Stuart and Tax, 2004), and strategic service management
(Kellogg and Nie, 1995).
Since the ‘discovery’ of the servitization of manufacturing, research in this
area has grown extensively (Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988; Chase and
Garvin, 1989). As a result of a bibliometric analysis, I discovered the
literature that has formed using the term ‘servitization’, which has grown
extensively in the past two decades (see Figure 1 below). In addition,
concepts such as product–service systems, integrated solutions, and service
infusion have been applied, each of them aiming to capture the essentials
that are related to the phenomenon of servitization. Manufacturing
companies are not only changing from the offering point of view, but they
are also adapting their organisational structures, delivery channels, and
marketing efforts and general business models.
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Figure 1. Servitization-related articles by year of publication (source: Google scholar1,
EBSCO and SCOPUS)

As discussed, it has to be recognised that servitization is not the only
concept used to describe the growing importance of services within the
manufacturing industries. From the offering point of view, one important
stream that has evolved in the literature is the product–service systems
(PSS) literature. PSS is mostly concerned about raising environmental
concerns within manufacturing industries, and the basic argument of
sustainability is seen to be a central driver for servitization (Mont, 2002). In
addition, approaches such as new service development, service design, and
service engineering have emerged to support the design and development of
services, either as a system of its own or as a constituting element of a PSS
(Cavalieri and Pezzotta, 2012). A lot of this discussion is driven by the
concepts used in manufacturing. For instance, service engineering
investigates service design and development with a systematic perspective
and with a seamless integration of product and service contents (Cavalieri
and Pezzotta, 2012). A same type of offering-centric approach is also taken
in integrated solutions literature (Windahl and Lakemond, 2006), in that it
sees unique combinations of products and services as a solution to
customers’ specific business problems (Brady et al., 2005).
In

addition

to

engineering-centred

concepts,

a

wide

number

of

servitization-related articles refer to the concept of ‘service science’, which
1 An exact search for articles dealing with the term ‘servitization’ was conducted
using Google scholar (29.7.2011), which resulted in 496 hits. After the initial
search, I transferred the articles to reference handling software. Using this
software, I manually removed all the books and conference proceedings from the
list, which reduced the number of articles to 226. To increase the academic rigor, I
accepted only publications that have gone through a blind review processes. The
final number of analysed articles came down to 200, which I then took under
content analysis. To triangulate the results, I replicated the search later using
EBSCO & SCOPUS databases, which increased the number of published articles in
2011 (from 53 to 56).
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seems to take a wider perspective on services. The discussion that is built
around service science refers to the early marketing scholars who defined
services to be so different from products that the research investigating the
implications of service management should be considered a stream of
science on its own (Chase, 1978; Sasser et al., 1978). Because of the strong
marketing-oriented background, much of this literature focuses on
revealing the marketing-oriented transformation that is apparent in
industries other than manufacturing. Discussion is built around the
concepts of value, co-creation, and outcome-based business models. A vast
number of recent studies refer to IBM-based justification, where
manufacturing firms have now given up the manufacturing operations and
focus on pure services. Thus, successful examples in the rail and defence
industries also have been discussed (Ng et al., 2009; Macbeth and de
Opacua, 2010).

2.1.2

Provider benefits associated with servitization

According to several studies, the importance of services in the economy has
been growing steadily since the 20th century (Heineke and Davis, 2007).
For example, the service sector in the United States has increased from 31%
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001) of the workforce in 1900 to 78% (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 2000) in 1999. Similar types of development are
apparent in many other countries: as a comparison, in Sweden, the growth
has been from 44.6% (1960) to 75.6% (2005) (Heineke and Davis, 2007).
As the interest in services increases in the economy, one may wonder what
it is in services that attract so many businesses. In the following, I briefly
discuss the underlying assumptions described in the literature that drive
manufacturing organisations towards service dominance. The conceivable
benefits and positive outcomes that servitization might convey can be
grouped into four main categories: economic, strategic, competitive, and
more recently, sustainability focused arguments (Grosse-Dunker and
Hansen, 2011).

The economic arguments state that services are expected to bring
manufacturers additional financial benefits. Some authors claim that
services have higher margins than goods (Anderson et al., 1997) and that
they provide a more stable stream of revenues because of their resilience to
economic cycles (Quinn et al., 1990). In addition, downstream movement
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enables manufacturers to take advantage of an already existing, installed
base (Gremyr et al., 2010). Gebauer and Fleisch (2007) base their
arguments especially on the potential growth opportunities that services
might bring to a firm that operates in fairly stabilised markets. Thus, some
research has pointed out the exiguity of capital investment in services that
are rather immaterial by nature (Davies et al., 2006).
The strategic reasoning for servitization is based on the differentiation
(Gebauer et al., 2011) arguments, as well as the marketing opportunities
that services might bring. The marketing benefits rely heavily on customer
need; in the earliest contributions, Vandermerwe and Rada (1988) already
stated that customers are central drivers for servitization. As the customer
has now been placed in the middle of the strategy, the emphasis also has
moved from transactions to establishment of long-term customer
relationships (Gebauer and Fleisch, 2007; Penttinen and Palmer, 2007).
With a broader portfolio of services, customers now are offered more
assistance in utilising the products to their fullest potential. In other words,
companies are positioning themselves differently with the strategic choice
of expanding the business towards broader offerings. However, it has been
pointed out that the strategic benefits are only associated with certain types
of services (Mathieu, 2001a). Some services are considered necessities for
customers, and such services only act as entry barriers to the market.
Hence, Mathieu (2001a) suggests that the more specific and intense the
service manoeuvre is, the higher the resulting strategic benefits are.
The competitive advantage that services might bring is based on the longer
customer relationships that can be gained with this ‘lock-in’ strategy.
Whereas before, manufacturers simply sold products to the customer, they
now offer services and solutions in the form of long-term maintenance
contracts that are aimed to extend the lifecycle of the product. This
complicates competition and sets a barrier, as services are usually
characterised as being less visible and more labour dependent, and
therefore, difficult to imitate. Vandermerwe and Rada (1988) broadly
explained that servitization can be used to set up barriers to competitors,
third parties, and customers, by creating dependency, differentiating the
market offering, and diffusing new innovations.
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The recent concern of the environment and sustainability trend also has
had an impact on servitization. The most apparent stream of research
leaning on this argumentation is the PSS literature (Grosse-Dunker and
Hansen, 2011). According to the sustainability arguments, companies
should focus on lengthening the lifecycles of their products and support this
effort with care packages. Indeed, as the focus then shifts from product
sales to value offerings, the ownership of the product might stay with the
provider. In this case, it can be seen as cost effective for both provider and
customer to lengthen the lifespan of the equipment with sophisticated
maintenance solutions. However, it needs to be kept in mind that these
arguments only apply to servitization with total care packages. On the
contrary, if a company is offering only services, the aim is mainly to
increase sales by offering changes of spare parts, even when that is not
necessary for usability, which instead, does not align with the sustainability
arguments of servitization.

2.1.3

Market orientation as a driver for servitization

There have been many arguments on why manufacturing companies are
servitizing, mainly from the benefits perspective, as described earlier.
However it is not only the benefits that seem to attract companies; there
also seems to be a growing market pull, especially when considering
services offered by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). It appears
that customers are more and more willing to outsource the service function
and tasks that are not in the core of their strategy (Levery, 1998).

The move towards the customer, which servitization also represents, is
nothing new. This trend was first applied in the customising or tailoring of
the product offering. As industrialisation went on and most of the products
became commodities, customers were not satisfied anymore with the basic
product; they requested products that would meet their individual needs
and that would be designed to meet the conditions where they were used.
Concepts such as mass customisation (Da Silveira et al., 2001) and agile
manufacturing (Gunasekaran, 1998) emerged as the providing companies
were struggling to find ways to make their operations customer oriented,
yet efficient enough. Later on, as the suppliers got closer to the customers to
understand their needs and created close customer relationships, the
service provision potential was recognised. Especially in the capital
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equipment business, where industrial customers were becoming more and
more demanding, not only did customers require tailored products, but
they also required someone to take care of those products during the whole
lifecycle. However, as the manufacturers sometimes did not have the
capability or urge to enter into service provision, some industries ended up
in the situation where customers established an in-house maintenance unit
to take care of their capital products. In some industries, these growing
service needs acted as a catalyst for entrepreneurship, such that some
manufacturing sites are now surrounded by small repair and maintenance
workshops. Interestingly, however, the most recent trend seems to be that
the OEMs are entering into the service business, an area of operation that
was previously seen as uninteresting. Thus, in recent years, a strong lean on
services also has been manifested among capital product providers.
Companies have slowly started to understand the value of services in their
offering, not least because of the additional profits and financial stability
that services might bring, but also because services are allowing them to
achieve better understanding of their customers (Nordlund, 2009). Thus, it
has been argued that customer orientation leads to better performance
(Atuahene-Gima, 1996; Chang and Chen, 1998) and can feed innovation
activities (Pelham, 1981; Agarwal et al., 2003). Servitization increases the
customer contact points and allows companies to observe customers on
site. Again, this leads to long-term supply relationships, through which
companies can build inter-organisational trust (Lane and Bachmann,
1998). Trust can be seen as a catalyst for long-term relationships in both
product and service businesses, allowing companies to lock in their
customers over the long term and, in this way, also facilitate product sales.

2.2

Challenges Associated with Servitization

Although servitization might represent a very tempting strategy to gain
additional returns, profitability, stability, customer intimacy, and growth, it
does not come without challenges. Since the initial work of Vandermerwe
and Rada (1998), the body of knowledge has grown to illustrate how
servitization might be a smart strategy for manufacturers struggling with
increasing price competition and growing costs of production. Even though
servitization of manufacturing is presented as a reasonable way to achieve
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competitive advantage, the literature acknowledges that this type of
strategy implies major challenges. In practise, as companies have started
out the transformation process, they also have acknowledged that the shift
from products to services and all the way to solutions is not always that
simple.
Research shows that servitization seems to be, in many cases, a fairly slow
movement in practise (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Windahl et al., 2004).
Vandermerwe and Rada (1988) raised the first concern: it is fairly unknown
how far manufacturers should go with services; for instance, what is the
optimal scale of services one should provide. Since then, research has
indicated that there are challenges other than just the decision on the scope
of service offering. Recent studies suggest that only a few manufacturing
companies have been successful in the transfer towards services. Neely’s
(2009) findings suggest that larger firms find it especially difficult to
achieve the financial benefits of servitization (see also Gebauer and Friedli,
2005). Gebauer et al. (2005) refer to the phenomenon of increased service
offerings and higher costs without higher returns as the ‘service paradox in
manufacturing companies’. In the following, I discuss, in more detail, the
main challenges related to servitization, as identified in the literature. After
that, in the next main chapters, I examine the more specific issues that I
later explore, based on my own empirical material: the process of
transformation, the organisational structure dilemma, and the factors
linked to the organizational environment.

2.2.1

Differences between goods and services

In the early service literature, the specific characteristics of services
compared to material products were typified by four dimensions:
intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability, and perishability (Zeithaml,
1981; Anderson et al., 1997; Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004; Moeller,
2010). In other words, a service is a process that leads to an outcome during
the partly simultaneous and unique production and consumption processes
(Grönroos, 2001). Thus, services are co-produced with customers, and the
development process of services is unique and situation specific, because of
the experience nature of services (Nijssen et al., 2006). Thus, most of the
time, services are encounters between individuals, even in the context of
manufacturing.
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Vargo and Lusch (2004) argued that the difference is not in the
characteristics of services vs. products, but rather in the logic behind the
business. They developed the concept of ‘service dominant logic of
marketing’ (Vargo and Lusch, 2004). In line with this logic, customer
integration is proposed as a key component of marketing. Three stages of
service provision are identified: facilities, transformation, and usage. The
stages differ in terms of resource origin (company or customer), autonomy
of decision making (integrative or autonomous), and value (potential value,
value-in-transformation, and value-in-use) (Moeller, 2008). This particular
discussion, led by marketing scholars, has had strong implications for the
industrial service literature: the issue has been raised to identify the way
service business is different from production and how the value is
communicated, proposed, and delivered to customers.
Currently, the service-related academic discussion no longer focuses on the
differences among products and services; rather, offerings are perceived as
combinations of products and services that create a unique value for the
customer (Anderson and Narus, 1995; Angelis et al., 2011). The idea of
designing the value, proposing the value, and delivering the value with a
combination of products and services has become the central driver.
Concepts used to describe this are bundling (Grönroos, 1993), productservice systems (Chase and Garvin, 1989; Roy and Cheruvu, 2009; Roy et
al., 2009; Erkoyuncu et al., 2011; Isaksson et al., 2011), and integrated
solutions (Davies et al., 2006; Windahl and Lakemond, 2006; Tuli et al.,
2007; Brax and Jonsson, 2009; Storbacka, 2011).

2.2.2

Creating optimal offerings

The earliest literature perceived servitization as a mere increase in service
offerings; i.e. services were seen as an add-on (Vandermerwe and Rada,
1988). Indeed, service offerings are the most apparent manifestation of
servitization, for both the provider and the customer. However, it was
realised later that this adding of services to the portfolio has much wider
consequences (Spring and Araujo, 2009). Further, it was suggested that the
analysis of service categorisations, also in the industrial service context,
helps companies in creating a service strategy and deciding on the scope of
services that is to be offered to the customers (Ojasalo and Ojasalo, 2008).
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During the years of development, the versatility and scope of industrial
services have been increasing, and it has been noted that the type of service
has implications on managerial practice. Therefore, it is not just increasing
the number of services offered, but also critically judging what types of
services to offer (Mathieu, 2001b).
A wide variety of typologies are based on the product/service attributes and
the time of purchasing. Mathieu (2001a) divided services into three
categories: customer service, product service, and service products. An
example of customer service could be technical support provided to
customers free of charge. Product services are services that are directly
related to the products (e.g. repair and maintenance). However, the third
category, service products, contains services that are not necessarily related
to any specific product or brand. This means that the company starts to
offer services such as process optimisation for customers who have bought
competitors’ products. An example of this type of offering can be found in
the Finnish elevator company KONE, which offers a variety of different
types of services, regardless of the brand of the equipment (see also
‘multiband strategy for services’).

Kotler (1997) distinguished between two broad categories of industrial
services: maintenance and repair services and business advisory services.
The latter are perceived as services that facilitate developing or managing
the product and its use. Homburg and Garbe (1999) divide business
services into professional services and industrial services, the latter
consisting of pre-purchase, purchase, and after-sales services, not
necessarily directly related to the products. Penttinen and Palmer (2007)
discuss, more broadly, the type of relationship that the provider and the
customer establish. In their categorisation, services are divided into
relational and transactional (Penttinen and Palmer, 2007). According to
this typology, firms that change their strategy from offering basic
components to offering integrated solutions abandon transaction-based
customer relationships and, instead, form a relational-based customer
relationship. This type of categorisation illustrates the idea of customisation
and the finding that customer satisfaction is not maximised by providing a
generic, undifferentiated service to all segments (Boyt and Harvey, 1997).
Consistent with this, Mathieu (2001b) states that a generic service offer
does not ensure a competitive advantage for manufacturing companies.
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Industrial services aimed at contributing to the end user’s process, offered
by manufacturers, have the same purpose that is emphasised in Mathieu’s
(2001a) category ‘services supporting the client’s actions’. This is to help the
client maximise all different processes, actions, and strategies associated
with a product. Consistent with this, Gebauer et al. (2006) perceive the
expansion of the service offering as changing the customer’s value
proposition from production efficiency and effectiveness to end user, to the
product’s efficiency and effectiveness within the customer process. Windahl
and Lakemond (2006) crystallized that the success of value creation is
dependent of both the customer’s and the supplier’s ability to perceive and
determine the value. The supplier plays an important part in determining
the meaning of value together with the customer; as such, the supplier
needs to communicate, suggest, show, and even educate the customers.
When we consider the early development of servitization and relate it to the
discussion above, we can draw the historical development path that
manufacturing has followed, more or less. Figure 2 demonstrates the path
of service portfolios in manufacturing, from pure manufacturing towards
outcome-based value offerings.

Figure 2. Development of service offerings in manufacturing firms

As Figure 2 demonstrates, manufacturing companies first offered only
products, to which they then added some additional services, such as spare
parts and basic repairs. As the knowledge and understanding of the
products’ functionalities grew, companies started to offer preventive
maintenance solutions, such as scheduled inspections. This development
reflected the strong trends of manufacturing, such as lean thinking and
sustainability concerns. In recent years, however, companies have increased
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the level of contracting in service business as well. Manufacturers have
developed long-term contracts to maintain their products on behalf of the
customer. The major parts of these contracts are still transaction based.
Transactional contracts include fixed amount of mechanic hours or certain
amount of site visits for preventive purposes. Only recently have companies
recognised the need to abandon this transactional thinking and hour-based
contracts, and have realized that the contract could actually be based on the
outcome or the value predefined by the customer. These types of models
can be found, for example, in aviation, where Rolls Royce (RR) offers
contracts under the brand ‘power by the hour’, which means that the
customer pays only for the use of the product, and the provider ensures the
product’s functionality. Followed by the successful and well-known example
of RR, other industries also have moved up to the last rung in the ladder of
Figure 2 and started to develop similar types of value offerings.
Creating a service offering that is consistent with the organisation’s strategy
as well as the customer’s needs is of utmost important when servitizing.
Clearly, not all companies can serve all customers; therefore, a strategic
decision regarding the service offering is required. As the servitizing
companies might not have examined all the possibilities that services might
offer, the decision of where to position the offering might be a demanding
task.

2.2.3

Service development and innovation

In the previous discussion on the development of service offerings, I tried to
present a general picture of the development path down which many
manufacturers have gone when servitizing. However, the path might not be
similar in all the industries. One of the most important and generally
applied changes in today’s business models is that users and customers
have been raised to the centre of strategy. Outperforming the competition
and gain of profitable growth are the results of succeeding in the respective
value offerings. Strategies based on value offerings considerably extend the
creative scope of individual firms and provides them with a wide range of
options, even irrespective of the general situation in their industry. A firm
does not need to compete for a share of a given demand, but it can redefine
users’ problems, discover hidden demands, or create new demands (Kim
and Mauborgne, 1999; Hoover et al., 2001). The service-dominant logic
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highlights the co-creation of value in the interaction between the provider
and the user, and it argues that the value of a service is defined by the user
(Vargo and Lusch, 2008). Therefore, it is arguable whether all the
suggested service offerings are applicable in all industries—after all,
customer needs might vary a lot between different economic sectors.
New service development (NSD) has been seen as a strategic hurdle for
manufacturers aiming to increase their service orientation and extend its
offering (Martin and Horne, 1992). As a consequence, the dynamics of
service innovation are not yet well understood, and therefore, the NSD is
not as systematic and standardised as product development is. Even in the
traditional service firms (such as consulting, financing, insurance),
innovation tends to be conducted by different units and in relation to
different functions, such as strategic planning, training, and market
development (Fagerberg et al., 2006). Potentially due to the significant
differences in the organisational structure of the innovation function
(mostly centralised in product firms versus mostly dispersed in service
firms), the quantitative measures of innovation (e.g. R&D spending) have
failed to capture all innovation efforts in the context of services (Gallouj,
2010). At the same time, anecdotal evidence suggests that a number of
highly innovative service firms have not only obtained competitive
advantage, but also succeeded in disrupting their competitors as a result of
‘radically innovating’ the overall business model.
However, it also has been recognised among servitization scholars that
managers should establish a procedure for idea generation, and that new
services could be tested together with customers and frontline employees
(de Brentani, 1995). The important stages in this co-production (Zeithaml,
1981; Anderson et al., 1997; Grönroos, 2008) are idea generation (Alam and
Perry, 2002), idea screening, and the formation of cross-functional teams in
service development. Gebauer et al. (2006) illustrated a similar type of
process

in

the

industrial

context

as

identifying

market

needs,

conceptualising and piloting the idea, and carrying out a market
introduction. Many scholars agree and stress the importance of marketoriented service development (de Brentani, 2001; Oliva and Kallenberg,
2003; Brax, 2005; Gebauer, Krempl, et al., 2008). As a consequence,
market orientation and understanding of the customer is a prerequisite and
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a key strategic factor in forming successful business-to-business services
(de Brentani, 2001; Neu and Brown, 2005).

2.2.4

Building a service strategy

Gebauer et al. (2006) defines servitization as a strategy that aims at
differentiation through service offering. As one of the reasons to servitize is
stated to be increasing price competition, the question that needs to be
asked is: does service strategy form new competitive positions for these
manufacturers (Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988; Bowen et al., 1989;
Mathieu, 2001b). Setting up a strategic plan for service provision is
necessary, because it motivates organisational decision makers to take the
required steps in forming organizational arrangements and resource
investments when servitizing (Gebauer et al., 2006).

The selection of an appropriate service strategy depends on the competitive
structure of the markets, the conditions in the business environment, the
complexity of customer needs, and the value chain position of the company
in question (Gebauer et al., 2010). This strategic shift, however, might have
wider consequences. As manufacturers move towards services, the
competitive

dynamics

of

the

market

might

change.

Traditional

manufacturers and service companies will have partly overlapping
offerings, and thus, companies will compete with new and unusual rivals
(Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988). Therefore, a careful investigation of an
appropriate strategy that does not interfere with the ability of
manufacturers to perform in product business is critical. After all, in most
cases, the aim of servitizing is to complement product business and not
trouble it.
However, as service business sometimes requires companies to approach
new customer segments, manufacturing companies often realize that they
have to acquire more information about competitors in order to be able to
offer a more comprehensive portfolio of services (Vandermerwe and Rada,
1988). Neu and Brown (2005) demonstrated that the formation of a service
strategy relies on acquiring internal and external information, sharing of
inter- and intra-firm information, and utilization of that information to
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benefit the company. An example of this information requirement is related
to customers: service strategy implies a transition downstream in the value
chain, towards the customer and giving increasing attention to the end user,
to know them better (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988).
To date, the literature has provided multiple suggestions for applicable
service strategies in manufacturing (Mathieu, 2001a; Davies, 2004;
Gebauer, Bravo-Sanchez, et al., 2008). These strategies vary in type of
customer relationship and weight of services in the offering, which are seen
as the most important design elements of service strategy. Gebauer (2008)
divides service strategies into four types: after-sales service strategy,
customer-support service strategy, outsourcing partner, and development
partner. Whereas the after sales and customer support strategies are mainly
to support product business, does outsourcing partners go far in taking risk
and full responsibility of the customer’s operations (Gebauer, BravoSanchez, et al., 2008)? Later on, Gebauer et al. (2010) implicated that
service strategies are dynamic and should change with time and, in order to
gain competitive advantage, manufacturing firms must move further
towards the strategic position of customer-support service provider,
development partner, or outsourcing partner. In addition, Mathieu (2001b)
argues that the most profitable, and consequently the riskiest, strategies are
the most ambitious ones aiming at high organizational intensity and service
specificity.
However, deciding on a service strategy is not enough for manufacturing
companies that want to extend their offerings to services. Some of the latest
research has concentrated on “fit of strategy” and alignment of the
organisation with strategy (Neu and Brown, 2005; Gebauer, Edvardsson,
Gustafsson, et al., 2010), according to which the organisational
performance depends on the proper alignment among three sets of
variables: environment, strategy, and organisational design. Thus, the
expansion of the manufacturer’s offering is not merely a question of adding
services to the customer’s package, as the most difficult challenges involve
implementation of internal changes within the company in question.
Vandermerwe & Rada (1988) argue that servitization requires top
management to find ways to include services in the overall competitive
analysis and strategy. In addition, a study by Gebauer et al. (2006) notices
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that, in many cases, services have first been considered add-ons in
manufacturing companies, and only when the intention is to increase total
value creation, have services functioned as a deliberate strategy. In addition
to adding services in the strategy, the implementation of the strategy has to
be overseen. Creating an ability to deliver services, training personnel to
become service oriented, and, to a certain extent, developing a new
organisational culture, are required in order for the new organisational
situation to match with the new strategy (Gebauer, Fischer, et al., 2010).

2.2.5

Transforming organisational culture

The management of services in organisations that have been used to selling
and producing products has become problematic, and issues related to the
management of services have been broadly discussed in the academic
literature (Campbell, 2003; Dainty, 2007; Gebauer and Fleisch, 2007;
Spring and Araujo, 2009; Martinez et al., 2010; Matthyssens and
Vandenbempt, 2010). The major problems in management are often related
to the role of organisational culture in the transition process of
manufacturing.
When considering the literature on organisational change and its
implications for management, Alvesson and Sveningsson (2007) argue that
organisational culture should always be considered when organisational
change takes place. Schein (1979) notes that culture has a major
implication, as it is a powerful force within the company that defines both
individual and collective behaviour, thought patterns, and values. In
addition, culture is viewed as an extremely important determinant of
strategy, goals, and modes of operating (Schein, 1979). As all these elements
are interconnected, changing only some of them in the organisational
culture is not probable. All parts of the culture have to be taken into
consideration if the company’s basic mission or strategy is to be changed;
otherwise, the other parts will not respond in the desired way (Schein,
2004).

Manufacturing companies that want to transform from being product
oriented to being service providers must face and control the challenge to
adapt their behaviour, patterns, and values to a service-oriented perspective
(Homburg et al., 2003). Bowen et al. (Bowen et al., 1989) also argue that
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the expansion of a company’s traditional industrial culture into that of a
service culture should be seen as part of the implementation of a service
strategy.
Building common ground, a shared terminology, and its usage are
important in any organisational transformation. As discussed previously,
the term ‘service’ can have multiple interpretations, all of which are correct,
but it can be misleading if not agreed upon by all organisational members
(Schein, 1979; Hyötyläinen and Nuutinen, 2010). Martinez et al. (2010)
demonstrated that a strategic alignment is eased when there is common
language between provider and customer, or among different parts of the
organization. It also has been argued that arriving at a common
understanding and changing the mind-sets of employees, in addition to
being paramount, is also one of the most difficult challenges, as different
business units interpret information in different ways (Davies et al., 2006;
Neu and Brown, 2008). Some of the studies indicate that even if
manufacturing companies have been in service business for quite some
time, the tendency has been for managers to view services as unnecessary
and unprofitable (Wise and Baumgartner, 1999a; Gebauer and Friedli,
2005; Gebauer et al., 2006). Brax (2005) states that in order for a
manufacturing company to become truly service oriented, services cannot
be perceived as add-ons, because being perceived as secondary to tangibles
can lead to failures and impede the creation of a service business.
Regarding the level of espoused values in the organisational culture, the
transition from product to service orientation requires the view of the
business unit’s basic mission to shift from sales and manufacturing to
creating value for customers in longer term partnerships. Thus, the baseline
for designing service concepts and delivery processes has to begin with the
customer (Shah et al., 2006). As discussed earlier, the roles of customers
and customer relationship have to be viewed differently by manufacturing
companies who wish to become service oriented, as customers become part
of the value creation process and are not merely silent recipients (Vargo &
Lusch, 2004). An extreme case of servitization can be seen in
manufacturers that have previously not included service-related values,
such as flexibility, as their objectives may require cultural changes to
support these goals. Such a contrast between efficiency and flexibility can
be viewed as a clash between a dominant culture and a subculture (Martin
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& Siehl, 1983). Nevertheless, even after the transition has been made, two
cultures may continue to exist in the company, which have to be balanced
and partly integrated in time.
It is common to perceive that, as along a company has capital tied to
manufacturing operations (facilities, machinery, materials), it should
remain product oriented, as it has to be able to run a product business in
parallel. Thus, management is left with the challenge of maintaining the
troublesome relationship that exists between the two cultures within one
organisation. Maintaining both value sets, instead of replacing one for the
other, is also a way to manage possible resistance to change (Bowen et al.,
1989; Gebauer et al., 2006). Homburg et al. (2003) argue that companies
that have been traditionally strongly product oriented, but want to become
highly service oriented, will recruit and reward employees who are capable
of dealing with the new challenges that services imply. In addition, it has
been suggested that customer orientation should be embedded in
managerial actions, so that the service strategy and service culture become
integrated into the existing culture. Gebauer et al. (2010) emphasise the
importance of managers’ actions in directing service orientation, from the
managerial level to the employee level. Without managers spending
sufficient time and resources putting normative pressure on employees to
understand the value of services and to overcome the complex interactions,
service orientation will not be transferred to the employee level.
In the previous sections, the challenges related to servitization have been
briefly described and analysed; some of the challenges will be presented in
the following sections. As the contribution of this dissertation is aimed
especially on the transformation process, organisational structure, and
definition of the operational environment in servitization, the details of
these challenges will be discussed broadly in the next three sections.

2.3

Servitization as a Process of Transformation

As already touched upon when discussing the development of service
offerings, servitization has been perceived as a stepwise process, taking
place in manufacturing industries. Repair and maintenance functions have
always been mandatory for product owners. However, originally, the user
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was responsible for the maintenance of his/her equipment or outsourced
this function to specialised service providers that entered the market. The
newest stage is that of the product provider (the equipment manufacturer)
functioning as a service provider. In the next two sections, I will try to
demonstrate, through the literature, the journey from products to aftersales services, and finally, to service contracts and outcome-based offerings.

2.3.1

From products to services

Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) have crystallised the idea that servitization
starts from simpler, product-related services and proceeds, step by step,
towards more demanding, ‘pure’ services. They built a framework
consisting of a product–service continuum, where the installed base (IB)
forms the starting point and includes the products sold to and currently
used by the customer. Service development starts from the ‘pure’ product
and services built around it as ‘add-ons’, and then moves towards services
that are more sophisticated, while the product plays a diminishing role,
until finally, the product itself is an ‘add-on’.
The product-centric and unidirectional view of servitization can also be
found in the definitions of the phenomenon. The earliest contributors on
the topic, Vandermerwe and Rada (1988), defined servitization as ‘the
increased offerings of fuller market packages or ‘bundles’ of customer
focused combinations of goods, services, support, self-service and
knowledge in order to add value to core product offerings’. Verstrepen and
van den Berg (1999) viewed servitization as a move towards product
services by ‘adding extra service components to core products’. Desmet et
al. (2003) described servitization as ‘a trend in which manufacturing firms
adopt more and more service components in their offering’. Lewis et al.
(2004) had a more open, yet very product-centric approach; they described
servitization as ‘any strategy that seeks to change the way in which a
product functionality is delivered to its markets’. Baines et al. (2009)
combined the earlier definitions and concluded that ‘servitization is the
innovation of an organisation’s capabilities to better create mutual value
through a shift from selling product to selling product-service-systems’.
The growth potential that IB services possess can be considered to be very
valuable for manufacturers operating in highly competitive, stable
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industries (Wise and Baumgartner, 1999b). Hence, offering IB services that
comprehend services directed to keep the product running effectively
through its lifecycle seem to offer lucrative growth potential. Such
industrial services directed to the IB are also called after-sales services.
However, the economic evolution of industrial countries has been
characterised recently by the development of other types of services that
mainly support the customer, rather than just product (Mathieu, 2001a),
which has, instead, led companies to offer knowledge-intensive business
services as well (Muller and Zenker, 2001). Next, I will explain how this
increasing knowledge intensity has lead companies to enter ‘solutions
business’.

2.3.2

From separate services to solution business

More and more often, the main question asked today is: what new value can
a firm offer to its customers, and how it can do this? It is commonly
perceived that it is not enough to pay attention to individual goods and
services, but that total customer solutions are under the spotlight. Howells
(2004) introduced the term ‘service encapsulation’ as a trend in the
servitization of manufacturing firms: manufactured products become
encapsulated by services when the firm moves towards selling the
operational capacity of the products. According to Howells (2004), this can
be done at two levels. Services can be combined with the physical product in
a way that has been termed ‘integrated solutions’ in the literature (Wise and
Baumgartner, 1999a; Brax and Jonsson, 2009). Alternatively, the solution
may be offered as a pure service. These practices highlight the significance
of the lifecycle perspective: service provision becomes a continuing process
involving long-term contact with users.
Equipment manufacturers often aim to extend their customer relationships
to cover the whole lifecycle of the product (Howells, 2004). When taking
these steps, it is essential to ensure that user understanding is the genuine
starting point. The provider has to analyse not only which products the
customer company purchases and why it purchases them, but also where
and how the products are acquired (Hoover et al., 2001). In addition, it is
important to take into account the variety of the negotiating parties. Even in
the same customer organisation, the negotiating party is often different
when the purchase concerns equipment compared with the situation where
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the purchase concerns solutions and outcomes (Alam and Perry, 2002;
Alam, 2006).

The development towards ‘solutions business’ has been included in the
views that describe servitization as a unidirectional process. According to
Oliva and Kallenberg (2003), the first action that a solutions-oriented
company must take is to establish a service organisation under which all
services are transferred. This enables the financial measuring of service
profitability and fosters the growth of service culture in the organisation
(Gebauer, Edvardsson, and Bjurko, 2010). The second stage, which includes
entry into the installed base service market, contains actions such as
analysis of the IB market and the creation of a service infrastructure to
respond to local service demands (Neu and Brown, 2008). In the third
stage—in the expansion to relationship-based services—the formation of
service contracts is a central task (Hypko et al., 2010; Ng and Nudurupati,
2010; Caldwell and Settle, 2011; Guajardo et al., 2011). It requires risk
taking and new pricing methods, as the lifecycle of the product is not
usually well known. The fourth stage includes the expansion to processcentred services. This stage of service operations means that companies
develop consulting and training types of services and invoice these services,
which previously had often been provided free of charge. The last step,
taking over some of the user’s operations, is an emerging practice today; the
capital investments required from the provider slow down its rapid spread.

Later literature has identified, in more detail, the actions that the
transformation requires and the challenges that it causes (Voss, 1992;
Sawhney et al., 2004; Brax, 2005; Gebauer and Friedli, 2005; Davies et al.,
2006; Kindström and Kowalkowski, 2009; Martinez et al., 2010). The basic
idea of ‘moving from simple to advanced services’ has usually not been
questioned, but strong user orientation has been emphasised. Sawhney et
al. (2004) suggest that companies must start their servitization process by
redefining the markets in terms of customer activities and customer
outcomes, instead of products and services. Penttinen and Palmer (2007)
point out that by mapping the customer-activity chain and relating the map
to a service opportunity matrix, managers can systematically seek new
services. Figure 3 summarises and visualises servitization as a linear
transformation perspective very apparent in the literature.
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Figure 3. Servitization process as perceived in the literature

2.4

Organizational Structure in the Transformation

Mathieu (2001b) demonstrated how the structural changes that firms are
required to perform when servitizing appear to change the structural
dynamics of the organisation. In addition, Oliva and Kallenberg, (2003)
recognised that service orientation requires changes in the organisational
structure, which then is reflected in the managerial mind-set. The structural
change can be seen as a cultural manifestation (Miles et al., 1978a) and
concrete action to fulfil a strategic aim to servitize. However, some parts of
the organisation might feel that their organisational position is threatened
by the changes. These organisational units, therefore, will oppose such
restructuring of the organisation (Mathieu, 2001a). Furthermore, service
orientation requires organisational principles, structure, and processes new
to the manufacturer (Miles et al., 1978a).
To be able to understand fully the change that is happening in servitizing
organisations, I had to take a look at the organisation theory literature. This
was done to understand how the structure affects the ability of
organisations to operationalize the change and strategic goals. Next, I will
go

through

some

theoretical

background,

to

demonstrate

how

organisational structure influences the capability of organisations to
change, innovate, and operate. I will explain the basics of structural
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contingency theory of organisations, and subsequently, apply it to
servitization. The reason I chose to lean on contingency theory and not, for
example, the resource-based view or institutionalism, was to highlight a
theory that assumes that organisations change because of external
pressures (in this case, market pull), not just because of managerial choice.

2.4.1

Structural contingency theory

For over fifty years, management research has shown a growing interest in
explaining differences in organisational structure (Wolff et al., 2001). Burns
and Stalker (1994) demonstrated that there is more than one method of
organising, and that the way in which companies should organise depends
on the contingencies under which the company is operating. Thus, it has
been demonstrated further that organisations may be either decentralised
or centralised in their decision-making processes, structured in highly
formal or more chaotic ways, while still exhibiting a high degree of
effectiveness (Donaldson, 2001).
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) analysed the differences in organisational
forms and stated that a) different kinds of organisations are needed to deal
with different market and technological conditions and b) organisations
operating in uncertain and turbulent environments need to achieve a higher
degree of internal differentiation than those in environments that are less
complex and more stable. One of the major contributions of Lawrence and
Lorsch’s (1967) study to contingency theory was the notion that the styles of
organisation may need to vary between organisational subunits, because of
the

detailed

characteristics

of

their

sub-environments;

therefore,

differentiation is needed not only between different organisations, but also
within organisations. Their study also revealed that, in addition, integration
was needed to tie the differentiated parts together again.
The servitization of manufacturing has been perceived as a change process
in organisations that have been trying to cope with pressures coming from
the environment, customers, and a wider network. Thus, in order to meet
the requirements, companies have been trying to change their business
models towards greater service provision, and, in order to accomplish this,
also change their organisational structures. However, the question of
whether or not the old ways of organising work in the service context has
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been evolving. As contingency theory suggests, in each case, the
contingencies that the company faces have to be evaluated in order to find
the best way of organising. Therefore, next, I will go through the
contingencies identified in the capital equipment manufacturing industry to
illustrate the differences between the contingencies of the subunits of
production and service operations.

2.4.2

Contingencies related to industrial service operations

A contingency is any variable that moderates the effect of an organisational
characteristic

on

organisational

performance

(Donaldson,

2001).

Contingencies of organisational structure include some that are within the
organisation and some that are outside it. Donaldson (2001) summarised
the research that has been adding contingencies, such as task uncertainty
(Gresov,

1989)

technology,

innovation

(Aiken

and

Hage,

1971),

environmental change, technological change (Burns and Stalker, 1961,), size
(Blau, 1970), strategy (Child, 1972), diversification, vertical integration,
(Rumelt, 1982), and task interdependence. However, Donaldson (2001)
ended up arguing that these can be reduced to a few common underlying
concepts (task uncertainty, task interdependence, and size). To illustrate
how these contingencies are apparent when comparing contingencies in the
product and service context, I will discuss each of these separately.
Task uncertainty: According to Donaldson (2001), ‘environmental and
technological change lead to uncertainty for the organization and its
managers, creating uncertainty in the tasks conducted inside the
organization’. Task uncertainty is reinforced by the need for innovation that
is part of the response to environmental and technological change (Burns
and Stalker 1961). As servitization relates to companies that have been
acting in product business for several years, the technological development
may have been somewhat stabilising, and therefore, the tasks within the
company have increased in predictability. Industrial companies might have
been adapting principles such as mass production to increase the efficiency
of their production. Even in high technology manufacturing, R&D processes
usually follow very strict formulas, where each person involved in the
product design has his or her own specified task. As the companies then try
to change their position and enter the new business area, they have to
rethink the technology. Innovation is needed in both the development of
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the service offering as well as in the product design, as the technology
increasingly enables companies to build services around their products
(Barrett et al., 2008). Yet, the innovation process in services can be viewed
as

somewhat

different

from

the

traditional

R&D

processes

of

manufacturing firms. In services, the customer is raised in the middle, and
may even act in the design and development of new services. Therefore,
naturally, the predictability of these processes decreases and the company
has to deal with greater task uncertainty.
Task interdependency: Task interdependency classifies the way in which
activities in an organization are connected with each other (Donaldson,
2001). Connectivity can be pooled (indirect connection only), sequential
(direct, one-way connection), or reciprocal (direct, two-way connection).
When we consider a company that is aiming to servitize and, therefore,
builds a specific division for services, it can be argued that this changes the
requirement for task interdependency as well. Whereas a company that has
diversified functions or units for specific product lines might be used to
pooled, indirect communication among different units, the introduction of
service business might change this setting. As the complexity of the
environment increases and the operation environment becomes less
predictable, the company is forced into vertical integration of the units to
increase the company’s innovation capability and strengthen the
relationship between the service and production units. Furthermore, when
considering product-related services to which servitization usually refers, it
can be noted that there is a need for cooperation between the service and
production resources. Therefore, companies must change their business
processes towards reciprocal, two-way connection. Naturally, production
staff needs inputs from service staff in order to design products that are
more ‘service ready’, and service staff needs input from the production staff
so that they are able to design services that meet customer needs as well as
ensure product functionality.
Size: Size has turned out to be a major contingency factor that affects many
different aspects of structure, many of them quite strongly (Blau, 1970;
Child, 1972). Size contingency is the number of organisational members
who are to be organised, which determines the structure that is required
(Donaldson, 2001). According to contingency theory, when size reaches a
critical limit, the structure needed will change, and organic ways of
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organising will become less effective than mechanistic forms. What these
mechanistic and organic forms mean will be discussed next.

2.4.3

Mechanistic and organic ways of organising

The organic theory of organising is built around the two polar extremes of
the forms under which the firms can operate—mechanistic and organic
(Burns and Stalker, 1994). A study by Burns and Stalker (1961) states that
the mechanistic (centralised, formalised) structure fits situations of low
task

uncertainty,

whereas

the

organic

structure

(decentralised,

unformalised) fits situations of high task uncertainty, such as innovation.
The mechanistic structure emphasises hierarchy, with the task of the
organisation being divided into specialised roles whose occupants remain
dependent upon their subordinates, who retain much of the knowledge and
information (Donaldson, 2001). The image of a mechanistic organisation
structure is that of a hierarchy with centralised decision-making that tightly
prescribes lower-level roles. In contrast, in the organic structure,
understanding of the task is widely shared among employees, who use their
initiative to accept joint responsibility and work in a flexible manner. The
image of organic organisation is that of a network of actors, in which
experts and specialists collaborate in ad hoc ways to create results
(Donaldson, 2001). Burns and Stalker (1961) argue that mechanistic
structures are effective only in conditions of low rates of technological and
market change, whereas high rates of such change require organic structure
for the organisation to be effective. From a management point of view, this
means that in low rates of change, the top managers possess adequate
knowledge to specify the work roles of their subordinates. In contrast, with
high rates of change, the top managers lack much of the knowledge, and so,
must rely on the expertise of their subordinates, who can organise the work
among themselves (Donaldson, 2001). The mechanistic and organic types
mark the poles of a continuum that registers differences in degrees of
mechanistic and organic ways of organising. Organisations may lie at any
point along the continuum. Table 1 summarises the characteristics of the
mechanistic and organic forms of organisation.
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Table 1. Characteristics of mechanistic vs. organic organizations (Burns & Stalker 1961)

Mechanistic
The specialized differentiation of
functional tasks into which the
problems and tasks facing the
concern as a whole are broken down
The abstract nature of each
individual task, which is pursed with
techniques and purposes more or
less distinct from those of the
concerns as a whole
The reconciliation for each level of
hierarchy of these distinct
performances by the immediate
superiors, who are also in turn
responsible for seeing that each is
relevant in his own special part of
the main task
The precise definition of rights and
obligations and technical methods
attached to each functional role

Organic
The contributive nature of special
knowledge and experience to the
common task of the concern
The ‘realistic’ nature of the
individual task, which is seen as set
by the total situation of the concern

The adjustment and continual redefinition of individual tasks
through interaction with others

The shedding of responsibility as a
limited field or rights, obligations
and methods (problems may not be
posted upwards, downwards or
sideways as being someone’s else’s
responsibility)
The translation of rights and
The spread of commitment to the
obligations and methods into the
concern beyond any technical
responsibilities of a functional role definition
Hierarchic structure of control,
A network structure of control,
authority and communication
authority, and communication
A reinforcement of the hierarchic
Omniscience no longer imputed to
structure by the location of
the head of the concern: knowledge
knowledge of actualities exclusively about the technical or commercial
at the top of the hierarchy where the nature of the here and now task may
final reconciliation of distinct tasks be located anywhere in the network
and assessments of relevance is
made
A tendency for interaction between A lateral rather than a vertical
members of the concern to be
direction of communication through
vertical
the organization, also resembling
consultation rather than command
A tendency for operations and
A content of communication which
working behavior to be governed by consist of information and advice
the instructors and decision issued rather than instructions and
by superior
decisions
A greater importance and prestige
Importance and prestige attach to
attaching to internal than to general affiliations and expertise valid in the
knowledge, experience and skill
industrial and technical and
commercial milieu external to the
firms
To summarise, according to Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), companies need
to differentiate organisational units and organise these units differently.
Donaldson (2001) concluded that the need for differentiation could be
measured with three factors: task uncertainty, task interdependency, and
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size. In 1961, Burns and Stalker defined that different organisational
decisions are based on two criteria: centrality of decision-making and
degree of formality.

2.5

Organizations and Environment

The organisational theories perceive that companies do not operate in a
closed system that has no impact on the operational environment, and vice
versa. Rather, organisations are seen as being impacted by the environment
in which they are operating. When companies establish business models
that support service business, a more open approach to the environment is
required, not only due to the changing customer relationships, but also
because providing services often requires efforts from larger ecosystems.
One way to investigate the pressures coming from the new market
environment,

as

well

as

from

the

surrounding

institutions

and

organisations, is to look at servitization through the lens of organisational
ecology. Next, the key concepts and ideology behind the theory are
illustrated.

2.5.1

Theories explaining the organisation–environment relationship

As with most large-scale structural changes in industries, servitization is
driven from both within the company—managerial decision-making—and
from outside—the organisational environment. The growing body of
knowledge on servitization has focused mainly on the factors within the
company that shape organisations, while factors coming from the
organisational environment have been seen as playing only a minor role
(Gebauer and Fleisch, 2007; Gebauer, 2008; Raja et al., 2010).
Acknowledging this, I started to search for ways to analyse the
environmental circumstances impacting this large-scale transformation.
Next, I discuss how different organisational theories on environmental
influence fit the needs for carrying out the analysis.

Organisational theories that emphasise the impact of environmental factors
on organisational form and industry structures have a long scientific
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tradition. As discussed in the previous section, some behavioural theories,
such as contingency theory, claim that a course of action in an organisation
is dependent upon the internal as well as external situation of the company
(Drazin and Ven, 1985; Gresov, 1989; Burns and Stalker, 1994; Donaldson,
2001). Another stream in behavioural theories, systems thinking, treats
organisations as complex, dynamic, and goal-oriented processes. The unit
of analysis in behavioural theories is usually a single organisation; however,
our intention in the last research piece (Appendix V) is to grasp the reasons
behind servitization at the industry level. Therefore, we determined that
these theories would not actually serve our purposes, although they might
bring valuable insight into the organisational-level analysis of servitization
carried out in other studies (Neu and Brown, 2005).
Institutional theory has provided a wealth of information on the
environmental factors that impact the organisational form. This theory
emphasises the deeper and more resilient aspects of social structure and
seeks to find cognitive and cultural explanations for organisational
phenomena (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). The level of analysis is a group of
collective actors, instead of individual attributes and motives, which suits
our purposes. According to this theory, social, economic, and political
factors constitute the institutional structure of a particular environment
that provides firms with advantages for engaging in specific types of
activities. Organisational legitimacy is seen as being earned through
isomorphism, which constitutes structural and procedural dimensions
(Meyer and Rowan, 1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Moreover,
institutional environments are seen to exert fundamental influences in
terms of competitive strategy (Porter and Ketels, 2003).

Evolutionary theories—for example, organisational ecology— are one of the
broadest theory streams among those who have treated organisations as
collective actors shaped by the exogenous environment. The strength of
organisational ecology (Hannan and Freeman, 1984, 1989) in relation to
our analysis is the combinative approach, which takes into account both
institutional factors, especially legitimacy, and the ecological perspective—
that is, competition. Organisational ecology utilises insights from biology,
economics, and sociology to try to understand the conditions under which
organisations emerge, grow, and die (Hannan and Freeman, 1984).
Ecological studies usually have a large-scale longitudinal focus, something
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that we also consider as being very dominant in the servitization
phenomenon (e.g. Schmenner, 2009).

Organisational ecology (Hannan and Freeman, 1977) is a theory that builds
general ecological and evolutionary models of change in populations of
organisations. The goal of this perspective is to understand the forces that
shape the structures of organisations over long time periods. The work of
Hannan and Freeman (1984, 1989) builds on the notion that organisations
do not seem to have unitary, stable preference structures or simple
mechanisms in terms of changing conditions. The so-called focalorganisation perspective does not take into consideration that the success
or failure of any tactic or strategy for dealing with an environmental
problem presumably depends on the tactics and strategies adopted by other
similar organisations in the system (Hannan and Freeman, 1989). As
servitization has been gaining popularity in a variety of industries in
different geographical areas (Szász and Demeter, 2011), a theoretical
consideration of populations may be useful.
The ecology of organisations relates to an understanding of how social
conditions affect the rates at which new organisations and new
organisational forms arise, the rates at which organisations change forms,
and the rates at which organisations and forms fade out (Hannan and
Freeman, 1989). Organisational ecology looks at the social, economic, and
political systems in which organisations perform, and at the dynamics
within and across organisational populations (Hannan and Freeman, 1989).
The societal impact on the ecology of organisations determines the capacity
of a society to respond to uncertain future changes (Hannan and Freeman,
1989). Recognising the different organisational forms that firms can pursue
is especially relevant in an uncertain environment. It is noteworthy that
although the theory states that most fit organisational forms will be selected
due to environmental pressures, individual organisations might choose very
different paths from others (McKelvey and Aldrich, 1983).
Organisational ecology theory was chosen as one theoretical lens through
which the results of the final research piece (Appendix V) were based. To
summarise, our selection of organisational ecology theory was based on
three criteria. Firstly, we aimed to identify the reasons for different ways of
servitizing, which necessitated abandoning the focal-company perspective
and moving towards analysing a group of organisations. Secondly, we
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wanted to study how the operational environment impacts servitization
attempts. Thirdly, we considered the need for a theory that would consider
large-scale changes taking place over longer periods of time.
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN

As the theoretical background of my research is cross-disciplinary,
combining literature from marketing, operations management, and
organisational studies, I needed to consider carefully a research
methodology that would allow some flexibility. In my empirical
investigation, I chose to follow the principles of grounded theory, combined
with case study methodologies, in order to obtain in-depth insights on
specific areas of interest.

3.1

Grounded theory

The grounded theory (GT) approach was developed and first introduced by
Glaser & Strauss, with the aim of discovering the theory from empirical
data. Rather than verifying theories, GT aims to build theories. However, it
is recognised that generating theory often goes hand in hand with verifying
it (Windahl et al., 2004). According to GT, building a theory does not
always mean something grand; an extension or reformulation of an existing
theory (substantive theory building) also can be considered theory building
research. Also noteworthy is that theory building using empirically driven
design is not considered necessary for building general theories; instead,
the aim is to meet the requirements of the emerging field and build modest
theory that is testable, novel, and empirically valid (Eisenhardt, 1989).

GT, as a systematic qualitative research methodology, emphasizes
generation of theory from data in the process of conducting research
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). It is a research method that operates almost in a
reverse fashion from traditional research, and at first may appear to be in
contradiction of the scientific method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Rather
than beginning by researching and developing a hypothesis, the first step is
data collection through a variety of means. GT contains both inductive and
deductive thinking. The main goal is to formulate hypotheses and
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propositions based on conceptual ideas. Accurate evidence is not seen as a
crucial part of generating theory; therefore, the kind of evidence and the
number of cases are not crucial. As can also be seen in my research results,
a single case can indicate a conceptual category or property; a few more
cases can confirm the indication (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).
Theoretical sampling is the process of collecting data for generating theory,
whereby the analyst simultaneously collects, codes, and analyses data and
decides what data to collect next, in order to develop theory as it emerges
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The process of data collection is controlled by
the emerging theory, and the initial decisions for theoretical collection of
data are based only on general perspective, such as servitization of
manufacturing in this case. The path of theory building can be seen on the
time scale of the papers included in this thesis. First came the question of
why firms are servitizing, second came the interest in how these companies
do it, then I mapped out the factors explaining the different servitization
paths. Finally, I researched how this affects the internal structures of an
organisation. The initial decisions for this type of proceeding, however,
were not based on a preconceived theoretical framework (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967). Thus, the theory building approach was almost a forced
choice, as theoretical frameworks explaining servitization did not exist.
To nurture my so-called potential theoretical sensitivity (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967), which is considered to be critical in theory building, I tried
to distance myself from the main question by searching for answers from
organisations outside manufacturing as well. In doing so, I tried to avoid
becoming insensitive or defensive towards the questions that doubted my
theory building. The proof of this is the number of case companies that I
followed (eight), half of which did not end up in my selected case studies
(four). However, following the principles of grounded theory (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967), the number of case companies to be followed was not set at
the beginning, but evolved over time, so that I was able to increase or
decrease the number whenever that felt necessary.

3.1.1

Role of the literature in grounded theory

The empirical part of this thesis presents a collection of individual research
findings that evolved during three years of research. Each of the papers
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included has an individual and coherent literature review. However, the
completion of the literature review for the thesis was carried out after the
writing of empirical research papers (papers 2, 3, and 4). The first and last
papers (1 and 5), which are conceptual, were constructed chronologically
after 2, 3, and 4. The reason the empirical investigations came before the
literature analysis was the intent to maintain integrity with the principles of
grounded theory (GT). As this type of approach is rather controversial
compared to the traditional and dominant positivist approach on science
(studies are built on existing literature), I will explain the factors that Glaser
(1998) pointed out to favour conducting the literature review after the
empirical investigation:

1) Concepts: The fear of researcher being grabbed by received concepts
that do not fit.
2) Empirical

relevance:

Researcher

developing

a

preconceived

problem of no relevance to the substantive area of the research that
yields nothing but derailment from what is actually going on.
3) Speculation: Researcher becoming imbued with speculative, nonscientifically related interpretations and connections that find their
way into the grounded theory.
4) Distraction: Researcher becoming “awed out” by other authors,
especially the pundits in the field, which detracts from one’s own
self valuation as a creator of a theory.
5) Conceptual relevance: Which literature is relevant in unknown until
the main concern of the substantive participants emerges with its
continual resolving.
However, as this thesis represents a collection of five separate research
papers, rather than leaving the literature review to be conducted after the
studies, some literature had to be gleaned simultaneously with the case
studies (papers 2, 3, and 4). To discuss how this concurrent processing of
empirical evidence and literature affected my research, I will discuss some
of the pitfalls I faced related to the five points listed above.
Concepts: When I began my research, I recognised an empirical
phenomenon in manufacturing: more and more companies were interested
in service business, and they were desperately looking for ways to build
service offerings around their products. This led me to wonder why this
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trend appeared, and moreover, why the service business seemed to be so
complicated for these large, experienced manufacturers. Therefore, I
started a search of literature that, on the face of it, would explain what was
going on. The literature on industrial services was growing, and new
concepts explaining this phenomenon had been formed already. Thus, it
took a while to understand what these concepts were trying to explain, and,
as seen in the discussion of the concepts throughout the thesis, I think this
is still an area where a lot of industrial service research struggles on. There
is a great variety of concepts, with multiple definitions and multiple
descriptions for the same phenomenon (e.g. multiple categorisation
models). However, I would not say that I was grabbed too much by concepts
that would have interfered with my ability to conduct this research piece.
Clearly, I needed to make a conscious choice to stick with the concept of
servitization, which, from my point of view, served my intentions to capture
the transformational nature of the phenomenon.
Empirical relevance and speculation: One of the aims of GT is that it needs
to be relevant; it needs to reflect the practise. As stated previously, I was
familiar with the servitization phenomenon from an empirical observation;
therefore, I did not see a risk of the research problem not being relevant to
the practise. Thus, this might be concerning for researchers who have not
had encounter the empirical phenomenon before they start their research
journey. However, I certainly was imbued with the speculative, nonscientifically related interpretations, because of the applied nature of this
research. Thus, I have persistently tried to keep focus and critically analyse
what is scientifically relevant or irrelevant.
Distraction and conceptual relevance: The fourth possible pitfall listed by
Glaser (1998) was certainly the biggest obstacle I ran into. As soon as I
mapped out the senior academics who had contributed to the area, I started
to take their writings too seriously. This is particularly well shown in the
literature reviews found in the empirical papers. I found it extremely
difficult to question, adapt, and evaluate the existing findings so that my
individual contribution would be well positioned. However, the beauty of
the GT is that theories can emerge slowly; therefore, I could, piece by piece,
paper by paper, add my contribution to explain this wide area of my
interest.
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3.1.2

The meaning of theory

As previously stated, the intention of this thesis is to build substantive
theory, but one might wonder what I mean by theory. To clarify my
perception of the concept of theory and the way in which this thesis tries to
contribute to theory building, I now discuss my view on theory building in
this particular piece of work.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) defined that the aim of theorising is to create
concepts and models so that, in discovering theory, one generates
conceptual categories or their properties from evidence, and then the
evidence from which the category emerged is used to illustrate the concept.
The elements of theory that are generated are, first, conceptual categories
and their conceptual properties, and second, hypotheses or generalised
relations among the categories and their properties (Glaser and Strauss,
1967). Bacharach (1989) brought up the contextual nature of a theory and
stated that a theory is a declaration of relations among concepts within a set
of boundary assumptions and constraints. He also argued that theory is no
more than a linguistic tool used to organise a complex empirical world. In
line with this, the purposes of theoretical statements are twofold: to
organise and to communicate (Bacharach, 1989). Sutton and Staw (1995)
approached the theory discussion by explaining what theory is not. They
listed five different factors that do not constitute a theory. First, they
pointed out that references are not theory, but rather, help to set the stage
for new conceptual arguments. References are to acknowledge the stream of
logic on which they are drawing and to which they are contributing. As is
also the case with this piece of research, the literature is reviewed so that
the area of indented contribution is clear. Literature analysis explains which
concepts and causal arguments are adopted from cited sources, and how
they are linked to the theory being developed. According to Sutton and Staw
(1995), basic data is not theory. Data itself describes which empirical
patterns were observed, and theory explains why empirical patterns were
observed or are expected to be observed. Theory is not only variables and
constructs, which are meant to explain what is happening and to define the
problem, but theory also explains why variables or constructs come about
or why they are connected. According to some organisational theorists,
theory is the answer to queries of why (Merton, 1967; Sutton and Staw,
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1995; Kaplan, 1998). Theory is about the connections among phenomena—
a story about why acts, events, structure, and thoughts occur. Thus, Weick
(1995) crystallised the nature of a good theory: it explains, predicts, and
delights.
Despite the ambitious theory-building goal of GT research, my aim was a bit
more humble. Instead of aiming to build a grand theory of servitization, my
aim was to clarify the journey from manufacturing to service operations and
to explain in detail some of the major concerns that firms are running into
during the transformation. As a result, parts of this thesis introduce the
initial attempts to build theory on servitizing, and parts simply elaborate
well-known organisational theories into this new context. As seen in the
chosen methodology, theory is an ever-developing entity, a process, not a
perfect product (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Thus, the theory grounding will
not stop here, but the grand theory of servitization is hopefully yet to come.

3.1.3

Motivation to follow grounded theory

The reason to follow data-driven research design came from my confidence
in the basic principles of grounded theory: i.e. good questions can usually
be discovered only after you have immersed yourself in the data and theory
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This means that at the beginning of my research
I was not capable of creating research questions to follow, but rather,
questions arose and evolved along the journey when I got a better picture of
what was actually going on in these manufacturing firms.

My research can metaphorically be described as a car that I was using to
discover things. The colour of my car was Glaserian, which means that I was
relying on Glaser’s perspective of what GT is. The basic principles, the
wheels that I was relying on, were first, the belief that good and practically
relevant questions can only arise from the data, and secondly, according to
the Glaserian view, I perceived that all is data, meaning that not only
interviews and observational data were taken into consideration, but also
surveys, statistical analyses, archival data, and public material were used in
the comparative process while studying this substantive area. In addition, I
constantly kept asking myself, from the data of what was going on, what is
the main concern of the companies aiming to servitize. And, in the end, I
was not trying to find the ‘truth’, but instead, I tried to conceptualise what
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was going on by relying on my empirical findings. My car also contained
some descriptive parts, accessories (such as leather seats and air
conditioning), but these are only used to illustrate the developed concepts.
The petrol that kept me going was my motivation to find out what was
going on in those firms, and more importantly, why.
Validity, in its traditional sense, is not something on which grounded
theories should be evaluated. The criteria for evaluation are workability, fit,
relevance, and modifiability (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978, 1998).
The proof that the theory works is the outcome (Glaser, 1998). The
evaluation can be built around four different questions. First, does the
theory work to explain relevant behaviour in the substantive area? Second,
does it have relevance to the people in the substantive area (practitioners as
well as researchers)? Third, does the theory fit the substantive area?
Finally, is it readily modifiable as new data emerges (Glaser, 1998)? My
evaluation of how these criteria are met will be discussed in the conclusions
section, where I go through my contributions and estimate the originality
and utility of my findings (Corley and Gioia, 2011).

3.2

Embedded case studies

As previously discussed, the overall research design of this thesis followed
the grounded theory approach. However, the in-depth analyses reported in
the research papers were conducted by means of case study methodology.
The reason for this approach was to gain broader insights into the research
topics that needed in-depth investigation. The papers report mainly two
types of case study methodologies: in-depth single case studies (papers 3
and 4) and comparative case study (paper 2). Given that each of the papers
describes the used methodology in detail, I will briefly go through the basics
of these methodologies here.
Similar to the grounded theory, the case study is an appropriate method of
empirical inquiry when the phenomena to be studied cannot be separated
easily from their empirical context (Yin, 2009). Case comparisons enable an
investigation of what and how questions (Yin, 2009), such as in my case—
how are firms servitizing and what are the organisational structure
requirements to achieve this. Comparative case studies of organisations
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within the same context facilitate comparison through replication of results,
either when similar results are found, or theoretically, when predictable
contrary results emerge, to enable analytic generalisation (Yin, 2009). As
case study methodology has gained wide interest, especially among the
social sciences, a wide variety of means to apply this method also has
emerged. For example, the number of cases needed for theorising has been
widely discussed (Eisenhardt, 1989; Dyer and Wilkins, 1991; Eisenhardt
and Graebner, 2007), as well as the applicability of case study methodology
in different contexts (Johnston et al., 2000).
In my work, I combined different types of qualitative methods; however, I
did so as a way to theorize and explore, rather than to test existing theories
(Bitektine, 2008). Therefore, I would say that rather than contradicting the
grounded theory methodology, I saw case studies as being a supportive
means of collecting more detailed analysis and data to support my general
findings. For discussion on the specifics of comparative case study, single
case study, and longitudinal single case study, see the individual papers in
Appendices II, III, and IV.

3.3

Data collection and analysis

Grounded theory suggests that the researcher must confront the data
tabula rasa (Glaser, 1978). This means that the researcher enters the
empirical context without any theoretical constraint. Siggelkow (2007)
suggested that rather than having an empty mind, the researcher should
keep an open mind when conducting empirically driven case studies.
Therefore, I assumed that my table was receptive, rather than empty.

Data collection: The data collection started at the beginning of 2009. The
first interviews were conducted in the case companies during the
Innovation Integrated in Service Operations (ISO) research project, in BIT
Research Centre. However, these interviews were conducted to obtain a
first grasp on the empirical ground that I was facing—so-called initial
screening. Later on, when my understanding of the topic grew, I started to
spot the empirical problems where I needed more empirical data, which are
now reported as case studies in three attached papers (Appendices II, III,
and IV). Starting in 2010, I worked as a project manager on the
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Kibsification of Industrial Services (KIBSIS) research project. While on that
project, I obtained access to three more case companies and had a view of
what was going on and of the major concerns in servitizing organisations.
These were companies in their early stages of servitization, as well as some
that had been servitizing for a longer period of time.
The interviews were semi-structured, and therefore, followed a rather
conversational form. Questions were set up to be as open as possible, so
that the informant had the freedom to discuss related issues that might lead
the theory grounding forward. Interviewees included several actors from a
variety of levels in the organisations. Some of the interviews were carried
out with people working on customer interface, and others were with the
top-level decision makers, such as the board of directors or managing
directors. In addition, middle-level operational managers were heard from.
With this comprehensive sample, my intention was to bring up the
concerns that the organisation faced as a whole entity, not just the concerns
that were worrying the strategy developers or operative resources. This
approach allowed me to raise some interesting ideas that probably would
not have come up with only top management interviews. I believe that the
input gained from the lower level employee interviews was critical,
particularly in this research. The customer centricity of service business
forces companies to move closer to the end customers; therefore, people
who work in customer interface become a very critical information source.
In addition to the interview data, other relevant data was drawn from
documentary sources. This data included financial data, public and internal
company reports, annual reports, service offering descriptions, marketing
material, organizational charts, financial data, meeting observations, and
meeting memos. These documents were used, especially in the early stages
of research, to understand the substantive area I was encountering. This
data supported my initial hypotheses and helped spot the specific areas that
needed investigation. This data also helped me to understand the area of
research, so that I was able to describe the empirical phenomenon in my
research reports and case studies. In addition, I closely followed public
discussion on the topic, constantly keeping my eye on news reports and
industry interviews reflecting this phenomenon. Table 2 summarises the
methodological choices in this thesis. All together, eight case companies
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were followed, of which four were reported on in case studies combining 95
interviews.
Table 2. Summary of the methodological choices in the reported articles

Underlying
theme

Research
question

Method

Data

Paper

Servitization
process

Is servitization
always a
company-wide
process?
Is the
servitization
process stepwise
and linear, or
are there any
other means to
servitize?
What are the
differences that
can be found in
the
organisational
solutions linked
to servitization,
and how do
those
differences
affect the
success of
service
business?

Conceptual
analysis

Literature,
illustrative
case studies

App.
I

Single case
study

Interviews,
archival data

App.
II

Comparativ
e case study

Interviews,
archival data

App.
III

How stable are
the
organisational
solutions linked
to servitization,
and which
factors in the
company's
structure and
business may
change these
solutions?

Longitudina
l single case
study

Interviews,
financial
data, archival
data

App.
IV

How does the
operational
environment
affect
servitization at
the industry
level?

Conceptual
analysis

Literature,
illustrative
case studies

App.
V

Organisational
structure in
servitization

Operational
environment
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Data analysis: Some of the views inside the GT paradigm suggest that the
transcription and taping of the interview data is unnecessary (Glaser, 1998).
However, I cannot agree with this line of thought; I think that to gain
systematic analysis, one has to record the data. Therefore, the data was
transcribed and analysed by using open coding techniques (Strauss and
Corbin, 1998). Each interview conducted during the research period
(2009–2011) was tape-recorded, transcribed, and analysed. The analysis
always started by reading through the material, and this was when the
initial categories and concepts started to emerge. Sometimes, these
categories began to appear already during the interviews, and particularly,
when writing research memos after the interview (Strauss and Corbin,
1998). After the initial analysis, I coded the interview transcripts in detail,
paragraph by paragraph, noting in each paragraph the concepts mentioned,
the referred point in time, and the contextual factors that were mentioned.
While this initial coding was based on the early concepts identified in prior
literature, I also allowed the coding structure to change, based on the
insights emerging from the empirical evidence.
However, while this dissertation followed GT as a leading approach, several
case studies also were conducted, and some differences in coding principles
occurred along the way. As this thesis reports, the overall study was
conducted in bits and pieces, and each of the case studies reports a
particular method that was used when coding the data for that particular
purpose. The detailed descriptions of the data analyses for each case study
can be found in the methodology sections of appendices II–IV.
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4 REVIEW OF THE FINDINGS

In this section, I will summarise the five separate research papers, which all
contribute to a consistent unit. I divided the papers into three somewhat
specific areas of contribution: the process of servitization, discussed in
Section 4.1; the organisational factors enabling servitization, discussed in
Section 4.2; and the external/environmental factors inhibiting or assisting
servitization, discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1

Findings related to the servitization process

In this first set of findings, I will summarise two research papers, one based
on a systematic literature review, and the other based on a single case
study. The contributions of these papers are aimed towards discussion
regarding servitization and, in particular, the process of transformation. In
the first paper, we created a strategic tool, based on the literature, to map
out the transformation journey from the current state to the preferred state.
In the second paper, I explored the transformation journey in a single case
study setting, where a firm had decided to speed up the servitization
process by acquisition, resulting in quite a different journey than had been
presented in the literature to date.

4.1.1

Identifying

manufacturers’

capabilities

to

servitize—a

conceptual model

The goal of the strategy is to set up a clear vision for the future and to
provide some general guidelines on where a company should focus its
resources to achieve this aim (Ansoff and Stewart, 1968; Miles et al., 1978b;
Goold and Luchs, 1996; Kim and Mauborgne, 1999). When a company’s
management has decided to enter the service business, the first natural
thing to do is to set a strategy for this change (Kim and Mauborgne, 1999;
Gebauer, 2008). However, we perceive that this change is not possible
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without an understanding of the current situation. Manufacturers acting
purely in the product business, or even after starting in the sales business,
might wonder about the requirements for becoming a solution provider.
Research focusing on service transformation has mostly discussed the
requirements

for

servitization

without

considering

the

current

organisational situation. In addition, we recognise that separate business
units within a manufacturing company may pursue different strategies and
operate in different markets. At the same time, the organisational culture
may contain various levels (e.g. artefacts, espoused values, basic underlying
assumptions) and subcultures, all of which may not be visible (Schein,
2004, 2009). Acknowledging this, we can assume that a company-wide
servitization process may be difficult, or even unnecessary, to implement in
these

companies.

Hence,

we

chose

to

examine

the

servitization

phenomenon at the business-unit level, in order to provide more detailed
and applicable results.
Based on a previous notion, we wanted to set a ground for service strategy
formation, and decided to perform an extensive literature review to map
out the broad challenges, following the definition of a service strategy: the
creation of a service-oriented culture and the establishment of a customercentric organisational configuration. Through our analysis, we formed a
conceptual model to analyse manufacturers’ servitization capabilities2 on
these two dimensions, as, in addition to being identified as challenges,
when overcome, they act as determinants of a successful servitization
process. The aim of the model was to enable the examination of
servitization capabilities at the business-unit level, in addition to examining
the entire company’s position, through a portfolio formed by the business
units. The business-unit level of examination was seen as providing a more
detailed view compared to a company-level analysis, which is usually
employed in research pertaining to servitization.
In addition, the model was to function as a ‘servitization gap audit tool’ to
identify the gaps between the current and preferred states, and to assess the
organisation’s strengths and weaknesses when planning to servitize (Levin

2

The concept of ’capability’ can be used to emphasize either operational or dynamic
capabilities. To clarify, we refer here to dynamic capabilities of a firm defined as firms
capacity to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address
rapidly changing environments (Teece et al., 1997).
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and Gottlieb, 2009; Schein, 2009). When beginning to realign an
organisational culture with operational strategy, Levin and Gottlieb (2009)
argue that a situation overview is necessary to understand the required
scope of change, as it is unlikely that the current culture will need to be
replaced completely. Bate (1998) utilises the term ‘culture-lag’ to refer to a
situation in which the organisational culture and the external environment
no longer match and, as is done with strategy, the organisational culture
has to be re-evaluated.
In order to simplify the conceptual model and to highlight the different
sections, typical characteristics, along with their capabilities to servitize
operations, are labelled as four quarters of the model (Figure 4). As the
model and its parts are derived from theory, they include some
generalisations. Hence, a business unit does not have to include all the
factors mentioned in order to belong to a certain quarter, and it is possible
to be situated between two quarters. However, the model is not meant to
imply any ranking in terms of importance or value, or to suggest
servitization for all companies or business units.

Figure 4. Four quarters of servitization capabilities

The upper-left-hand corner of Figure 4 represents business units, labelled
Satisfying Product Providers, that are product-oriented and customercentric, serving customers mainly through the sale of goods, while offering
the required amount of product-related services in order to increase
product sales levels. One could argue that Satisfying Product Providers aim
to serve their customers, but by not acknowledging the business potential
that lies within services, they may be gaining lower revenues than what
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could be achieved with a more service-oriented culture. In addition, if the
culture is very product-oriented, service development may not receive the
needed amount of attention and resources to create services that would
render customers more valuable in use. Hence, it can be assumed that most
customer relationships are transaction based, and even though operations
are close to customers, a true understanding of the customers’ business is
still lacking.
The upper-right-hand corner of Figure 4 represents business units, Valueadding Service Champs, that are seen as the most able to servitize their
operations, as they have already overcome some of the major challenges in
servitization,

are

service-oriented,

and

have

a

customer-centric

configuration. Value-adding Service Champs have the potential to gain
large benefits from the service business if they are able to utilise their tacit
knowledge about the business and the customer knowledge gained through
partnerships with customers. Being close to the customers and forming
relationships with them also helps in building a barrier to competition.
However, if the company has large capital invested in manufacturing
facilities, it is important to maintain high product sales and production
levels while beginning to offer services. Even though the model enables
business unit-level analysis, the main goal is to optimise the company’s
operations as a whole.
Introvert Bulk Producers (lower-left-hand corner of Figure 4) include
business units that are product-oriented and have a manufacturing-centric
configuration, thus representing the stereotypical manufacturer that
concentrates solely on internal manufacturing operations, without much
interest in customers or service. The operational focus is on manufacturing
and increasing production efficiency through technological innovations.
The business units’ basic mission is seen as manufacturing and selling
products. Manufacturing-centricity, combined with a product-oriented
culture, only allows the firm to compete based on price and to achieve
product differentiation through adding technical aspects. As the units are
internally focused and customer responsiveness includes, at the most, mass
customisation, it might be that Introvert Bulk Producers develop products
that are technologically superior but do not have market pull. Lack of
customer interaction may also cause unwanted products in addition to
insufficient product services, which the customers would require to operate
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the product properly. In the extreme form, Introvert Bulk Producers do not
represent a very viable business model, but these qualities can be found in
business units operating within a larger company and serving the
organisation through such means as supplying components for other units’
needs.
Indecisive Focus Seekers form the lower-right-hand corner of the model
(Figure 4), representing service-oriented and manufacturing-centric
business units. These units may encounter internal conflicts, as their
culture promotes the importance of services and customer relationships,
while their configuration is suited for producing standardised products and
does not contain many customer contact points. In a situation in which the
unit’s service strategy aims to become more concentrated on services, the
manufacturing-centric structure may hinder such a transition. An example
of an Indecisive Focus Seeker business unit could be one offering low-cost
services with bulk products. Even though services and customer interaction
are emphasised, efficiency and standardisation are seen as key factors.
Thus, the unit could be operating in a niche market, offering a certain set of
products of superior quality, as well as additional services. However, one
could assume that a situation in which Indecisive Focus Seekers are
operating may lead to internal conflicts concerning resources and
management attention; thus, either the production strategy or the service
strategy is not being implemented as it should be.
The model presented above enables companies to form a business unit
portfolio regarding servitization capabilities that functions as a starting
point for the servitization process. By comparing the current situation and
the service business goals that have been set, it is possible for
manufacturers to identify servitization gaps and understand the required
scope of change by identifying the kinds of challenges that still lie ahead.
With this model, company managers are more knowledgeable in deciding
what kind of service strategy to pursue and, moreover, in defining which
units are able to change, and to what extent.
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4.1.2

Users as a development driver in manufacturing: the case of
‘reverse’ servitization

Most of the research carried out in the area of servitization suggests that
there is a unidirectional, stepwise process that starts from the adding of
simple services to the total offering, which earlier had consisted of material
products only. Along with the accumulation of experience in service
business, the manufacturer perceives the potential and increases the
versatility as well as the number of services in the portfolio (Oliva and
Kallenberg, 2003). In practice, this argument implies that servitization
starts from after-sale services—repair and maintenance—linked to the
products sold. These installed base services may also include continuous
supply of spare parts. When the manufacturer understands the
maintenance strategies of its customers (the immediate users of the
products) and of the causes of malfunction, the offering is supplemented
with more advanced services, such as process optimisation, preventive
maintenance, training, and consultancy (Kotler, 1997; Mathieu, 2001a; Tuli
et al., 2007).
According to the proponents of the above-described view, there are several
reasons for the stepwise nature and the related cautiousness in
servitization. Central reasons are the many changes that are required in the
organisation, delivery processes, strategies, and corporate culture (Chase
and Garvin, 1989; Voss, 1992; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Baines,
Lightfoot, Peppard, et al., 2009). As discussed previously, a particularly
important challenge is attitudinal and cultural changes, which are necessary
but time consuming. It is not rare that an industrial company has made a
decision about rapidly proceeding towards service business and included a
strong service-orientation in its strategy, but practical steps are slow, due to
the ambivalence towards services among the personnel (Gebauer and
Friedli, 2005).
Without denying the existence of many challenges in the context of
servitization, I argue that proceeding from simple to more advanced
services is not the only way to tackle these challenges. In our case study, I
found that a servitizing manufacturer may provide consultancy-type
services right from the start, hand in hand with after-sales services, or the
process can even be ‘reverse’: it starts from advanced services, and after-
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sales services are adopted later. Further, I perceived that users function as a
central driver for the growing versatility of the process of servitization. The
more the manufacturer aims to genuinely understand the users of its
products, the more quickly it faces the need to provide many types of
services; not only those that secure the proper functioning of the installed
base, but also those that support the customers’ business in a broad sense.
Recent developments indicate that users require more and more versatile
services, based on their unique needs. This holds true regarding both
service sectors and manufacturing. In the business-to-business context, a
growing need for advanced industrial services, such as optimisation,
training, and consultancy, has been identified in addition to the installed
base services. Another growing trend is the demand for integrated
solutions, consisting of both material products and services. Curiously
enough, these new phenomena have not led to questioning the idea that the
servitization process would always proceed in one way: from simpler to
more demanding services.
I have been able to demonstrate, with a case study, that the servitization
journey can start from ‘pure’ consultancy-type services, and only thereafter,
evolve towards product-related services, such as maintenance and repair.
Thus, the development in the case company illustrates a reverse
development direction, compared with those described in earlier literature.
This study also challenges some other ‘truths’ of earlier literature. The
advantages linked to own equipment manufacturers presented by Oliva and
Kallenberg (2003) did not seem to be valid in our case company. The lower
customer acquisition costs were not realised, because the customers
purchasing goods were different from the customers purchasing services.
The lower knowledge acquisition costs did not hold true either: the
manufacturer did not always have access to customers’ premises to measure
whether the equipment worked as it was designed. After the equipment had
been sold, the customer was responsible for using and maintaining it. Only
the argument regarding the supply of spare parts at lower cost seemed to be
partially valid, but even here, the manufacturer was not able to utilise its
advantage to the fullest, as it did not succeed with its own service concepts.
In the case company, a merger enabled both rapid servitization and a
‘reverse’ order in the service types adopted. I do not claim, however, that a
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merger is the only way to end up with these results. It is even probable that
along with the increasingly general practice of integrated solutions and the
growing versatility of industrial services, there appear to be several
alternative routes that lead to these kinds of results. Regarding the steps in
the servitization process, I think that the ‘reversed’ order is the extreme
case, and other alternatives emerge here as well. The main point indicated
by the study is that there is not one—let alone a linear—process by which
manufacturing companies transfer towards services. Several successful
ways are possible, and they should be taken into account in order to avoid
statements that are too straightforward and normative. These kinds of
statements, which prevailed in previous studies, may have described the
early stages of servitization quite adequately; however, we need a more
versatile view today. Elements for this kind of view can be found implicitly
in the existing literature.
A managerial implication that the study highlights is the importance of
efforts to put users to the fore, even though it would require solutions that
are unconventional in the industry where the company operates. Actually,
reverse servitization is an illustrative example of how a user-driven
standpoint

leads

to

an

innovation.

Reverse

servitization

shows

characteristics of both organisational and process innovation: it has
impacts on both the organisation of the service business and on the actual
service processes. Further, its impacts are not restricted within the context
of individual companies, but it may renew the operational practices at the
industry level as well.

4.2

Findings related to organisational structure

As the previous papers focused on the transformation journey that
servitizing organizations are going through, the next two papers reviewed
explain a similar journey, but from the organisational structure perspective.
We analysed how the organisational structure needs to adjust in order to
meet the demands of the new business function: services. The first paper
summarised discusses the organisational processes and structures that
enable required customer information to flow to the organization, through a
comparative case study. In the second piece, we take a step further, and see
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how the service unit needs to evolve over time when the service business
matures and grows.

4.2.1

Organising

customer-oriented

service

business

in

manufacturing

Along with the growth and versatility of service business, the organisation
of service production becomes a central issue, including the decision of
‘make or buy’ (Fill and Visser, 2000; Mahmoodzadeh et al., 2009). If a
company chooses to externalise its service delivery, it may enter into
different types of contracts with third parties and deliver services via
partners or subcontractors. If an in-house production is preferred, one
alternative is to establish a separate service unit. The other alternative is
that manufacturing and service activities are carried out hand in hand—the
organization being based on different types of manufacturing functions.
In the case of in-house production, the establishment of a service unit with
a profit and loss responsibility has been generally recommended (Oliva and
Kallenberg, 2003; Gebauer and Friedli, 2005; Araujo and Spring, 2006). A
central reason is that in a separate unit, services become visible,
measurable, and controllable. Achieving these aims is more difficult in a
decentralized service organisation, which has to operate in relation to and
in coordination with a set of varied performance criteria, such as customer
satisfaction, employee satisfaction, and business success (Gebauer et al.,
2005). On the other hand, the establishment of a separate service unit
requires a major investment, which many companies are unwilling to make
at the beginning of the servitization journey, especially during times of
recession and economic downturn. Taking into account the investment
challenge, as well as the general issues linked to organisational growth, the
rationale behind a separate unit should be convincing. The existing
literature, to a great extent, has focused on manageability and other
benefits resulting from a separate unit as such, without problematizing the
nature and function of the unit. However, it seems probable that there is
not one, but several, alternative ways in which the unit and its tasks may be
organised. The lack of deep and thorough analysis of detailed organisational
solutions in the context of a separate service unit is an apparent research
gap in the existing literature. Our paper aims to narrow this gap by
illustrating ways in which different solutions affect customer orientation—
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an issue that several researchers judge as one of the main success factors for
companies (e.g. Hoover et al., 2001; Kim and Mauborgne, 1999). Our study
was conducted by means of comparative case study of two cases, where we
compared and analysed the organisational solutions demonstrating
servitization, and reflected these changes to the performance of each
company.
Our study indicates that there are important differences in the
organisational solutions that industrial companies make when they
establish a separate service unit. Firstly, based on our study, it seems that
the scope and nature of the tasks—the organisation of the fieldwork in
particular— may vary considerably in these units. Secondly, our study
revealed that a service unit can be organised to foster continuous
interaction with customers, but this opportunity may also be neglected if
the flow of customer information via the field organisation is not secured.
Thirdly, we found that the success of service business differs in companies
applying different organisational solutions. In our study, this difference was
remarkable. The case company that was customer-oriented and used its
own maintenance personnel was clearly more successful than the company
in which the functions of the service unit were limited to sales and some
managerial and development work.
Our study indicates that a separate service unit, as such, does not promote
this success, but an essential issue is how customer interaction and the
continuous flow of customer information have been secured. The company
that emphasised customer interaction was clearly more successful than the
other one, which did not have direct customer linkages. This result can
naturally be caused by several factors in combination, and the case study
nature of our research did not allow analysis of these factors in detail. It
seems, however, that the customer-oriented organisation of the service unit
is somehow linked to success: continuous interaction with customers
provides information about the needs for new equipment and services, as
well as about training and consultancy needs. Thus, it not only guarantees
the fulfilling of customers’ desires in existing service operations, but it also
encourages the broadening of the service portfolio to include all types of
service offerings.
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Our study also highlights that the company’s own maintenance personnel,
acting as a part of the service unit, is an important channel in the
acquisition of customer information and an important actor in the creation
of customer understanding. This personnel group is also in a key position as
maintainers of customer relationships: field technicians provide customers
with information about new products, modernisations, and upgrades, for
instance, and in this way, develop the prerequisites for long-term
cooperation. However, we cannot make the simple conclusion that these
kinds of practices could not be carried out in the context of outsourced
services. The problems of the company that performed poorly were
primarily linked to the lack of customer-oriented attitude in the company
itself—it had not negotiated in detail how the partners should support the
customers or how they should disseminate customer information to the
parent company. Thus, it is worth examining what kinds of alternatives
could be found in organising outsourced maintenance operations, and how
customer orientation can be secured in different alternatives.
Our study confirms earlier results regarding the importance of the service
encounter as an arena for the acquisition of versatile customer information.
Our specific contribution is the emphasis on the role of the maintenance
personnel, whereas earlier literature has most often focused on the
importance of sales personnel. According to our study, field technicians and
other operative service personnel are an important resource in industrial
companies that aim to develop a customer-centric view and expand their
offerings to services. These personnel strengthen the ties between the
provider and the customer in everyday interaction, which very concretely
reveals the concerns and development needs of individual customers. In
cooperation with the provider’s R&D staff, these individual observations
can be elaborated to generally applicable novelties.

4.2.2

Organising servitization: an in-depth case study

Having studied the two organisations that were performing differently
based on their organisational solutions to service delivery, we felt a need to
take a closer look behind the successful organisation and its service unit. At
the same time, we noticed that there is a rich stream of organisational
structure literature that has not yet informed the debates on servitization.
In this research paper, we tried to rectify this by drawing on organisational
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theory to explain some of the empirically observed challenges in
servitization.

The empirical evidence in the paper is drawn from a single case
organisation. The organisation has multiple divisions, and we have been
monitoring two of these as they seek to shift to services, providing us with
an opportunity to adopt a longitudinal case study methodology. Our
analysis revealed five different organisational structure propositions that
have to be taken into account when servitizing. Further, our analysis
suggests that there are several phases in the adoption of a service
differentiation strategy in organisations.

Our research was motivated by the recognition of a scarcity of theoretical
models in servitization research. The intention was to explain theoretically
the requirements for organisational structure when companies aim to
servitize. Further, we clarified how the organisational form has to evolve in
tandem with the level of servitization, measured by the scale of services
offered, personnel, and turnover. In line with theory, we suggest that
organic ways of organising are most effective at the beginning of the
servitization journey. Therefore, we suggest that a separate service unit has
to be established, so that this new business area can meet the demands of a
changing environment without interference from the production unit.
However, after this initial separation, as the service business matures and
new tensions start to occur, the organisational form has to be re-evaluated.
At this stage, the organisational structure has to be altered so that the level
of required efficiency and integration between other units can be gained.
Our findings suggest that structures lying between the organic and
mechanistic models fit best into this situation.

Our findings suggest that there is a need to establish a service unit in the
early stages of servitization, because dual roles cause people to favour
product sales over service provision. In addition, it seems that internal
growth is favoured over acquisitions, so that problems caused by mergers
can be avoided. However, this requires the early establishment of a service
unit so that growth is manageable, as the principles of organising an
entrepreneurial service unit differ significantly from those used to organise
a more established production unit. As a consequence, services that
represent new business areas require higher levels of innovation,
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accompanied by greater task uncertainty. This sets the requirement for a
more organic organisational structure, which is reinforced by increased task
interdependency as the complexity of the service provision increases.
However, there is a need for mechanistic structure as a service business
matures and grows. Growth through revenues and numbers of personnel,
coupled with increased scale and complexity of services, results in a need
for more mechanistic structures. Interestingly, these structures can emerge
through self-organising teams, as well as being imposed by management.
Throughout this change process, the difference in organising between the
production and service units causes tensions between these units.
Therefore, we suggest that highly organic and mechanistic structures
should be avoided within one organisation. Instead, structures that
complement each other should be sought.
The main contribution of our study is the recognition of each of these
phases in the servitization journey. Our contribution is intended to apply to
the servitization literature. We do not seek to advance the contingency
theory, but we apply the theory in a novel context. Through this
interdisciplinary nature of our research, we attempt to advance the
servitization discussion, which is in need of more profound theoretical
approaches. Only a few research efforts have offered theoretical models,
tools, or suggestions on how service transformation should be executed.
Based on a theoretical investigation, our study suggests phases for
organisational structure that seem to be appropriate in the early stages of
servitization. We recognise that none of the organisational forms is
permanent; however, we believe that our results and findings can help
managers to design their organisations when the initial decision to servitize
has been made.

4.3

Findings related to the operational environment

In this final area of contribution, we raised the level of analysis to
understand why different industries seem to servitize in different ways,
which also is shown in the results of my earlier case studies. It is
noteworthy that the level of analysis in this paper was raised from focusing
on a company to focusing on industries, which has enabled us to identify
commonalities and differences among servitizing industries.
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4.3.1

The impact of the organisational environment on the
servitization of manufacturers

In this part of our research, our aim was to identify the effects of different
organisational environments on the servitization of manufacturing. The
literature has not always been precise regarding the circumstances under
which servitization is an advisable strategy. Most of the servitization
literature (Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003;
Baines, Lightfoot, Peppard, et al., 2009) perceives adding services to the
offering as an applicable strategy for any manufacturer, irrespective of the
industrial sector or operational environment. In contrast to the basic
arguments of servitization, we suggest that whether a given organisational
form or strategy is superior to another depends upon the structure of the
organisational environment. We arrived at our findings by applying
ecological-evolutionary theory (more precisely, organisational ecology) to
the analysis of the servitization phenomenon (Hannan and Freeman, 1977).
We suggest that organisational ecology can add value to the servitization
discussion, as servitization embodies a large-scale structural change taking
place in most developed countries.
In our propositions, we analyse organisations’ entries into and exits out of
the servitized populations and, in particular, their causes. Furthermore, we
focus on populations of organisations in which individual companies are
participating in both product and service businesses. Entries are defined as
a manufacturer’s move towards offering product-related services or the
establishment of a new manufacturer offering product-related services,
while exits are defined as a manufacturer’s discontinuation of offering
product-related services. Servitization literature has mainly focused on
entries of organisations, and exits have received very limited attention.
Our central finding is that the organisational environment can partly
determine how manufacturers in that industry servitize. The main
contribution of this paper is to explain the effects of different aspects of the
endogenous and exogenous organisational environment on the servitization
of manufacturers. In addition, we suggest that certain environmental
circumstances can even encourage manufacturers to leave the service
business and focus on manufacturing, causing the servitized population of
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the industry in question to decline. These kinds of development paths
among servitizing manufacturers have received little attention in the
previous literature. We have developed propositions on how six different
factors of the organisational environment affect servitization at the industry
level. The propositions include the effects of population density, competing
populations, resource dependency, institutional linkages, technology, and
political forces. However, we do not claim that the factors are limited to
these, as additional environmental elements may exist. These six form the
basis for further analysis and empirical investigation.
We point out that other servitizing manufacturers within an industry play a
central role, both as competitors and as ground-breakers, legitimising the
service operations of manufacturers. The servitization literature has
regarded competition in product sales as facilitating the transition towards
services.

We

argue

that

the

density

of

other

service-providing

manufacturers is also an important factor affecting the transition. Initially,
the servitized population is small, and end users are not accustomed to
acquiring services from manufacturers. Many servitized manufacturers fail
in service operations, and only a few decide to broaden their service
offerings. When the population grows, the legitimacy of the organisational
form increases, and more companies enter service operations, while fewer
exit it (Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Carroll and Hannan, 2004). At some
point in the growth process, competition in the service business starts to
overweigh the legitimacy effect; hence, more companies are forced to exit
the population and fewer enter it.
As competitors in services, other service providers and the service
operations of the end users can form barriers against manufacturers’
attempts to servitize. In this sense, the time of entry into service operations
is vital. The population within an industry, either servitized manufacturers
or their competitors, that is first able to build a strong market position in
offering product-related services can resist competition from other
populations, even if those others possess superior structures (Hannan and
Freeman, 1977; Carroll and Hannan, 2004). This is a novel insight into the
servitization discussion, emphasising the role of competition.
The legitimacy of servitized operations is a crucial resource in servitization,
which the current servitization literature also acknowledges by emphasising
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the role of service culture (Johnstone et al., 2009). Over time, end users
become accustomed to relying on manufacturers to meet their productrelated service needs (Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Stinchcombe, 2000).
The availability of service resources within an industry has a positive
relationship with the servitization of manufacturers. The linkages that
manufacturers of an industry have to relevant institutions facilitate
servitization by mitigating the risks the organisational change causes. These
linkages increase legitimacy (Baum and Oliver, 1992, 1996), enable more
manufacturers to servitize, and decrease the number of exits. The lack of
institutional linkages can partly explain some of the negative effects of
servitization on organisational survival and performance identified in
previous research (Gebauer et al., 2005; Neely et al., 2008).
Technological innovations can change the competitive positions within the
servitized population, as well as between it and rival populations. The
companies initiating the technological breakthroughs grow faster than
others do (Tushman and Anderson, 1986). These companies often start to
dominate the market, which causes smaller manufacturers to exit service
operations and fewer manufacturers to enter those after the initial build-up
of the servitized population. Finally, political forces shaping the legislation
of an industry can significantly affect servitization. They may ban an
organisational form or, conversely, lift a ban (Carroll and Hannan, 2004).
The effects on servitization are clearest in tightly regulated industries in
which the lack of maintenance services usually forms a human risk. In these
kinds of industries, regulation requires maintenance of the products to
ensure safety, which increases the demand for product-related services and,
hence,

encourages

servitization.

Manufacturers

operating

in

these

industries are often considered examples of successfully servitized
manufacturers. On the other hand, deregulation of equipment maintenance
increases competition from rival populations, and therefore, these types of
actions may decrease entry rates and increase exit rates of the servitized
population.
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5 DISCUSSION

As the results of our case studies and literature suggest, manufacturing
companies are evidently adopting new strategies based on service provision
and differentiation. This trend has been apparent in manufacturing for
decades, starting first from growing customer orientation in products and
moving towards customer services, product-related services, solutions, and
lately, also to outcome-based contracts. A body of literature has been built
around this phenomenon, and servitization has been apparent in different
disciplines, all trying to answer why and how companies are transforming
their business towards services.

5.1

Summary of the findings

The motivation for servitization is clear—companies are facing increasing
competition and need to differentiate. Product-related technology might
not offer ways to differentiate; however, assisting technology, such as
remote diagnosing, self-monitoring, and other IT-based solutions, make
service-driven business even more tempting and available. It is no longer
questioned whether increasing service dominance would bring additional
advantages for manufacturers. There is evidence that servitization brings
benefits related to strategic positioning, marketing, and economic balance
in long term. As this field is still relatively fresh, the research explaining this
transformation has stayed on a rather exploratory and descriptive level.
This also applies to my findings; however, I believe I have also taken steps
towards more theoretical analysis.
To answer my first research questions related to the servitization process,
my findings suggest that servitization, in other words, the process of change
taking place in manufacturing organisations, is not well understood. The
current models found in the literature are too simplistic. As the versatility
of industrial service offering grows, companies come up with different
means to servitize. Through my research, I have tried to model the
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transformation in order to demonstrate how changes have taken place over
time. I found that there is the traditional stepwise process of servitizing,
but there are also other types, such as partial and reverse processes.
My second set of findings focused on the organisational structure and
organisational factors linked to servitization. Here, two approaches were
taken: a very detailed, delivery process-based investigation, as well as a
more abstract, structure type of research. The first reflected a detailed
analysis of service business and suggested the concerns related to services
in general: services are very resource specific; a service is always a process;
and requirements for service organisation are unique, and therefore, it is
not only processes, but also capabilities and skills of personnel working in
the service unit that comprise service success. When a company enters the
service business, the dynamics of the organisation change. In particular,
personnel working in customer interface become valuable assets for
acquiring customer information and intimacy. The second investigation
demonstrates how companies need to constantly adjust their structures to
keep up with the growth. This is in line with the organisation theory
literature that suggests that companies need to perform dual tasks of
exploration and exploitation, and that these functions need to be managed
differently. To answer my research questions, I found that organisations
could successfully expand their operations to services by establishing
separate unit for services, including resources for service delivery. However,
as the service business grows, this unit needs to be adjusted accordingly
with the changing dynamics and contingencies that the unit faces.
Finally, I concluded this thesis by introducing our work on environmental
factors influencing servitization. This piece of work was built after the
servitization trend really kicked off within Finnish manufacturing. It seems
that we have entered into a service economy, where everyone is in the
service business. However, some industries have been there for years,
whereas some are just taking baby steps. Therefore, we conceptually
analysed whether or not servitization is for everyone. I believe that this type
of criticality is highly welcomed in the growing areas of research and
practise, and can set a new direction for evaluating how the problems
associated with servitization can be resolved. In addition, it sets a ground
for manufacturers still making the decision whether to servitize, and more
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importantly, points out the factors that could inhibit or encourage the
journey.

5.2

Theoretical contribution

The multidisciplinary approach taken in this thesis will have its
consequences when evaluating the contributions of this study. Whereas I
built a lot on top of the organisational theories, my contributions are
intended for service operations management. Therefore, I will follow the
tradition of operations management studies that aim towards theory
building or theoretical contribution, and go through my findings in the light
of originality and utility.
In this study, the concept of servitization was connected to organisational
change from the perspectives of process of transformation, offering
development, organisational structure, and operational environment. The
body of knowledge seems to have revealed why companies are servitizing;
therefore, my contribution was to answer how they do it. Research is always
built on the top of the existing body of knowledge; however, the mission of
theory building is also to challenge and extend existing knowledge
(Whetten, 1989). Some preliminary understanding of the servitization
process had been created already, and we were able to extend and partly
challenge this understanding by introducing two novel concepts: partial
and reverse servitization. In addition, in our fifth research paper, we
pointed out that the problems and difficulties of servitization are not
necessarily linked merely to managerial decision-making and capabilities,
but that the operational environment might also have an impact on the
servitization of organisations. The intent was to improve understanding by
offering critical redirection of existing views in the form of an entirely new
point of view (Conlon et al., 2006). By these means, we are taking part in
the ongoing discussion of servitization (Huff, 1999), by challenging and
extending the prevailing concepts.
The applied nature of this research, and the fact that it was conducted in
several phases, resulting in five different papers, has led to some
incremental insights in those the papers. We were able to add new
variables, paper by paper, which then constituted this thesis. Throughout
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the journey, I had to evaluate different variables that I ran into: does this fit
to the scope of my work, is this relevant, how does this contribute to the
bigger picture. Along with this process, I needed to draw causal maps and
reorganise my findings (Whetten, 1989) to create the bigger story and
reveal something that was not seen, known, or conceived before (Corley and
Gioia, 2011). The surprising elements that can be found from my research
are the diversity of different paths that firms can take to achieve the
required level of servitization; the importance of customer insight and
customer interface personnel in industrial service business; the ability of
service delivery units to self-organise; the fact that starting a service
business within manufacturing can be compared to a setting where
companies start something totally new (explorative); the fact that in order
to succeed, the service organisation needs to constantly evolve; and finally,
the fact that the operational environment might actually have a major
impact on this journey. These are the findings that I hope came across in
my studies and that will change perceptions among servitization and service
operations researchers.
Scientific utility is perceived as an advance that improves conceptual rigor
or the specificity of an idea, and/or enhances its potential to be
operationalized and tested (Corley and Gioia, 2011). In practise, this usually
is ensured through the rigorous, yet honest description of the research
setting and methodology. As stated previously, the concepts and models
built upon servitization studies have been rather explorative and simplistic
in nature. My intention was to deeply investigate some of the issues raised
by the servitization scholars, and thus, increase the understanding of
versatility in servitization paths, processes, structures, and industries.
Through the careful case descriptions, it is easy to see the conditions and
boundaries of relationships (Smith and Hitt, 2005) that were revealed
during the study. Insights that disclose a new way of seeing are necessary,
and they will add value to the research, but especially with the grounded
theory, the insights must be seen as useful as well. Next, I discuss the
practical utility of my research in the form of managerial contributions.
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5.3

Managerial contribution

Practical utility is seen as arising when theory can be directly applied to the
problems that practicing managers and other organisational practitioners
face, through the observation of real-life phenomena, not from scholars
struggling to find holes in the literature (Corley and Gioia, 2011). The
applicability and practicality of research are unavoidable outcomes of
grounded theory research.
My first set of findings revealed three types of servitization paths that firms
can take: traditional, partial, and reverse. I trust that this type of
categorisation and description of transformation journeys that firms can
take helps companies to establish change programs. Depending on the
phase that a company is in at a given time, one can choose to follow organic
growth or choose to partner or acquire a company that would support the
strategic aim. On the other hand, given that each of the servitization stages
has its own challenges, a company might choose to stay in after-sales and
not reach for outcome-based service contracting. Our findings contributed
to this strategic decision making by offering a framework that companies
can use when they evaluate their current situation and point out the vision.
Sometimes, managers appear to perceive that when change takes place, it
needs to be comprehensive. However, our unit-level analysis demonstrated
that the units can be on different levels in servitization, and sometimes,
servitization is not even an applicable strategy for a given unit. Instead,
managers must understand that multiple cultures might exist within the
larger organisation, and management should be able to support all those
functions.
My second set of findings related the change to organisational structure
elements. We pointed out the criticality of service delivery process design.
Understanding the delivery process sets a baseline for understanding the
points where customer information can be acquired, how it can be acquired,
and how to ensure that top management perceives it. We ended up
suggesting that establishment of a separate unit for services might be
reasonable, given that doing so helps companies to acquire required
customer knowledge and understanding. In the second study, we revealed
that if this unit is established, it needs to be managed quite differently from
the production unit. It needs to be flexible and able to react to changing
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customer needs, as well as enable innovation required for growth. Services
represent an explorative business area, and therefore, as this business
grows and evolves, the service organisation needs to be re-evaluated and
adjusted to the needs of that particular time. This is something that
managers should understand and accept; entering into services is an
investment that requires time to evolve into a profitable business.
Finally, we set the ground for estimating the factors coming from the
business environment that might inhibit or exhibit servitization of an
industry. Recognizing these factors, and moreover, understanding their
implications for servitization, is important for strategic decision-making. It
is easily stated that service business is an applicable strategy for any
industry; however, it seems that there are industries that should consider
carefully whether or not this avenue is worth taking.

5.4

Limitations and suggestions for further studies

Good research and scholars should have not only practical relevance, but
also some degree of foresight in identifying important upcoming issues and
problems that need to be conceptualised (Corley and Gioia, 2011). However,
after completing the study, a mature researcher should be able to evaluate
what could have been done better. Having said this, I now evaluate the
reliability of my study and point out some of the shortcomings related to
this work, using Glaser’s (1998) criteria for evaluation of grounded theories.
One of the strengths of grounded theory research is its ability to bring about
findings that are relevant and substantive. Some of my work is built upon
the existing work of previous academics, which links the findings tightly to
the existing knowledge and empirically proved models. However, some of
my work reveals that these existing models are not sufficient enough, and as
servitization continues, we need a greater variety of models explaining the
different paths that emerge. I have empirically proved that some
adjustments and refinements need to be added, so that we can better
explain the behaviour that is taking place in manufacturing firms. Using
Glaser’s (1998) terms, the theory is reliable when it is relevant and it works;
my theory building has increased both of these dimensions. However, as the
study was conducted within a fairly small population of manufacturers, it
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might fit to this substantive area, but have little to say about other
industrial sectors. Yet, I have tried to ensure that my findings are
modifiable (Glaser, 1998), so that if new data emerges, these models can be
adjusted.
The level of abstraction stayed on a highly substantive level. However, the
recent development and case study endeavours that were undertaken have
shown that similar types of problems are not apparent only in
manufacturing organisations. As curious as it is, it seems that traditional
service firms, such as telecommunications and insurance companies, are
servitizing and adopting these types of change patterns as well. This change
is mostly related to customer centricity as a central driver, in comparison to
‘service product’ centricity. As a consequence, service companies also are
adjusting their organisations and working their way towards genuine
customer solutions (e.g. total insurance packages, communication systems
supporting all areas of life).
Even if good quality research has a clear beginning and an end, there still
remain avenues to explore and unanswered questions. Firstly, as
mentioned, servitization does not necessarily touch upon manufacturing
organisations only; other types of organisations, even traditional service
firms, seems to be servitizing as well. While these companies might have
different types of challenges in their business, much could probably be
learned by comparing these traditional service providers with industrial
services providing companies and their structures.
Secondly, as the level of analysis in my study was a single organisation
(except in paper V), I neglected a lot of discussion related to supply
networks and partnerships that collaborate to satisfy customer demand.
Especially in the case of industrial, business-to-business services, there are
larger groups of organisations providing services and products for the same
customer. Having an interest in the structure and design of systems, it
would have been interesting to question how these types of larger networks
of actors could be designed for exploration and exploitation. What are the
dynamics of such systems? Is there a system integrator, and what other
roles can be found? This is an interesting area of research that will certainly
have implications for servitization.
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The contributions of this work were aimed to clarify the complexity that has
been associated with services, but mainly from the structural perspective.
The service complexity, however, can be a combination of the complexity of
service concepts, delivery processes, and organisational structure. Too
many times, managers perceive services as the ‘soft’ side of business, and
therefore, diminish the difficulty of service delivery. Organisational
structure and process development can serve as a means of reducing the
difficulty of a managing service unit. The first years in a service business
seem to cause many problems within an organisation. Thus, is should be
accepted that, as it is with any innovation within a company, things need to
be allowed to be a bit loose at first, and then, after a while, everything can
be tightened up again. The question of how to manage the complexity that
is caused by the behavioural patterns and this soft side would be an
interesting area to consider in future. Still, there is a long way to go to
change the perceptions of engineers to accept this soft side as part of their
organisation.
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